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KEVIN IOLHOFFERIAsaoo. photo editor 
ndy Koch, a junior special education major, brushes the snow off her car Thursday morning in Stevenson Hall parking lot. The total snoMfall 
expected to be between 6 and 12 inches. 
t. Governor backs BOG elimination 
ClilCAGO (AP) - Lt. Gov. Bob 
tra on Thursday stood behind a 
9JJ>Osed change in how the state's 
lie universities are governed, 
t members of the Board of 
vemors said they are not con-
the plan will work. 
Kustra, chairman of the gover-
r's Task Force on Higher Ed-
tion, presented his rccommen-
tions to the Senate Education 
nee. 
Kustra said the elimination of 
e Board of Regents and the 
of Governors, which over-
eight universities, would abol-
a middle layer of bureaucracy 
increase I.he accountability of 
·versity administrators. 
He said it also would give each 
·versity a board concerned main-
with I.he quality of that school's 
ic programs. 
"It will decentralize the bureau-
There is no great advantage in having these 
agencies in Springfield." 
Bob Kustra 
Lt. Governor 
~~,, __ 
cracy and return power to the indi-
vidual universities," Kustra said. 
"There is no great advantage in 
having these agencies in Spring-
field." 
Under I.he task force's plan, each 
school would be run by a board of 
unpaid trustees appointed by I.he 
governor and approved by the 
Senate. The boards would report to 
the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education. 
The task force also has recom-
mended 1hat Sangamon Stale 
University in Springfield become 
I.he third campus of I.he University 
of Illinois. 
Kus1ra said Sangamon State, 
where he once taugh1, has failed to 
focus on a mission, and it affilia-
tion wilh I.he University of Illinois 
would provide direction. 
Board of Governors Chancellor 
Thomas Layzell told the Senate 
panel I.hat I.he boards' elimination 
would not increase the universities' 
autonomy. He said staff reductions 
would weaken their administration. 
"The task force offers little or 
nothing on improving the universi-
ties," Layzell said. 
The Senate. he said, should real-
ize governance is not the only issue 
in school reform and also should 
study education quaUty. 
Members of the Education Com-
mittee expressed support for the 
most part for the task force's 
recommendations. But some, like 
Chicago Democrats Miquel del 
Valle and Earlean Collins, said I.hey 
were concerned about how the uni-
versities would be funded. 
Under the task force's plan, 
smaller schools that focus on 
undergraduate education would be 
• Continued 011 page 2A 
onsolidation of colleges to begin 
Eastern President David Joms said Thurs-
that restructuring decisions can safely be 
despite the restricted time period given 
the Academic Area Restructuring 
·uee. 
The committee has roughly two months to 
truct a reorganization model for Eastem's 
colleges, release the model for feedback 
finalize the model. A final model is due 
y l. 
"The groups who are responsible for mak-
the decisions will be competent," Joms 
"d. "We all regret the amount of time we 
e, but the university has to come up with 
ugh money for next year's budget by the 
end of this fiscal year." 
College reorganization comes in the wake 
of $1.6 million worth of reallocations recom-
mended by the Council on University Plan-
ning and Budget. Included in the recommen-
dation is the consolidation of Eastern's six 
colleges, which is intended to save the school 
$300,000. 
An foitial meeting by the 19-member com-
mittee is scheduled for 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on 
Monday. The objective for this meeting is to 
come up with a restructuring model ready to 
be sent out to faculty and staff for feedback. 
V ice President for Academic Affairs 
Barbara Hill said the committee will continue 
with a "rigorous schedule" after the feedback. 
Hill will serve as a facilitator for the group. 
Joms said be thinks people in the campus 
community are willing to make an effort to 
finalize decisions by the May deadline 
because the committee was chosen by groups 
representing the university. He also said if 
groups give preliminary models attention 
when they are formed, there will be a suffi-
cient amount of time for feedback. 
Larry Ankenbrand. dean of the College of 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 
said he was concerned about the period of 
time available for making restructuring deci-
sions. 
"The dollars have to be reallocated," 
Ankenbrand said. "It's traumatic trying to get 
everything together in the amount of time we 
have. 
" Continued on page 2A 
Classes 
to go on 
despite 
snowfall 
By JOHN FERAK 
Campus editor 
For the second time in less than 
two weeks. a powerful winter 
storm unloaded six inches of snow 
on Charleston Thursday, much of it 
in drifts, closing local schools and 
threatening motorists. 
Snow continued to fall into 
Thursday night wilh forecasts call-
ing for I.he precipitation to taper off 
sometime early Friday morning. 
Eastern President David Joms 
said classes will go on as scheduled 
Friday. 
Temperatures will hover around 
the 25-degree mark Friday and may 
rise into the 40s for the weekend. 
+'f'he storm will gradually ~ 
off around 2 a.m. Friday morning," 
said Dalias Price, a longtime local 
weather observer. "It will continue 
its path to the northeast and will 
eventually die out at sea." 
Price added be was not surprised 
that a storm of this size dumped on 
the area wilh such a large amount 
of snowfall. 
"Our heaviest amounts of precip-
i tation were south of us," Price 
said. "It was hard to get a reading 
from this storm because I.here was 
so much drifting going on." 
"I don't anticipate anything 
being canceled for Friday." Jorns 
said. "If students are to miss class 
due to the weather. they should 
make arrangements with their 
instructors ahead of time." 
Despite the precipitation which 
continued into early Friday morn-
ing, the Coles County Sheriff's 
Department said thal no roads in 
the immediate area, including state 
highways or incerstates, had been 
closed. 
Sgt. Kevin Riddle with the 
Tllinois State Police in Pesotum 
said his clistrict's headquarters had 
received about 15 calls to investi-
gate weather-related accidents on 
Thursday alone. Riddle added I.hat 
only two or three accident victims 
had reported minor injuries. 
Coles County aulhorities said 
that only four or five accidents had 
occurred locally because of the 
storm. 
The storm that barreled through 
the region dropped about 10 inches 
of snow on Carbondale. Belleville 
had about 9 inches of snow, while 
Benton, Harrisburg, Marion and 
Metropolis reported up to 8 inches. 
Spr ingfield got 3 inches, and 
Champaign County had 5 inches 
by5p.m. 
Charleston public schools clia-
missed class at 10 a.m. 'l1andlJ 
and canceled Friday clusea u 
well. 
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Psychology department receives rare gran 
By MELISSA ASHBY 
Staff writer 
Eastern 's psychology deparc-
ment has received a $467 ,000 
grant from the National Science 
Foundation. 
The grant was given from the 
foundation's Division of Teacher 
Preparation and Enhancement to 
aid in providing high school psy-
chology teachers with practical 
experience in teaching psycholo-
gy as a science. 
The .. Formation of a Psy-
chology Institute" will begin on 
June I of this year and will con-
tinue over a three-year period. 
Eastern will be holding a series 
of workshops for Illinois high 
school psychology teachers, 
which will present new advances 
in teaching psychology at the 
high school level. 
Eleanor Midkiff, a professor in 
the psychology department said 
she hopes this grant will change 
the way high school psychology 
is taught. 
" I hope chey will begin to 
address the scientific aspect of 
psychology," Midkiff said. 
Eastern is one of only three 
universities in the country to be 
awarded the grant. 
"By receiving th is grant ii 
shows that we take our work very 
seriously and it also took a lot of 
work and perseverance on our 
part," said Fred Yaffe. another 
professor in the psychology 
department. 
"Receiving this grant is a great 
honor, not only for Dr. Yaffe and 
myself, but also for the psycholo-
gy department and the university 
as well, because there were so 
few universities that received this 
grant," Midkiff said. 
Yaffe added that this is one 
the largest grants ever given to 
individual department. 
The grant money will be 
to provide room and board for 
teachers during the work sh 
the purchase of new materials 
lab experiments and the ove 
cost to the university for admi · 
tering the grant. 
Scholarships available to outstanding students 
By TODD FAKER 
Staff writer 
Two Eastern alumni and the daughter of 
the contractor who constructed Old Main 
are sponsoring three scholarship opportu-
nities for Eastern business majors. 
Townsend-Hanks Scholarship. In addition 
to being awarded $250, the recipient will 
be inv ited to visit both State Farm's 
I nsurance Corporate Headquarters in 
B loomington a nd one of the other 26 
regional offices - preferably an Indiana 
affiliate. 
All scholarship entries must be submit-
ted no later than 4 p.m. on March 19 to 
Kathy Bennett, assistant to the dean of the 
Lumpkin College of Business. 
Scholarship applications may be picked 
up in room 112 of Lumpkin Hall. 
Applicants for the Oglesby scholarship 
will be checked for scho lastic achieve-
ment, field of study in business and per-
sonal character. 
the Distinguished Professor in 1987. J.W. 
Oglesby was honored as the Distinguis 
A l umnus of the Lumpkin College o 
Business and is currently serving as asso-
ciate director of Coles County. 
For the Townsend-Hanks scholarship, 
applicants need to be an accountancy or 
finance majors at Eastern. Preference will 
be given to students who are considering a 
career in insurance. 
T he J . W. a nd Marily n Og lesby 
Scholarship will award $250 to full-time 
students who have a junior standing, are 
enro ll ed in the Lu mpkin Co llege of 
Business and have a minimum grade point 
average of 3.50. 
The A lexander B ri ggs Memorial 
Scholarship gives out an annual award of 
$75 to two students who have each com-
pleted at least one year of college and 
have at least a B average. 
The Oglesbys are active in in both the 
university and in community organiza-
tions. Marilyn Oglesby has been a faculty 
member of the Lumpkin College of 
Business since 1969 and was honored as 
Jim Hanks, a retired senior vice presi-
dent of State Fann Insurance Co., was one 
of the individuals who established the 
scholarship. Hanks graduates cum laude 
from Eastern in 1947. 
Another scholarship business majors 
may receive is the Jim and Bess 
Selection of the recipients is also based 
on outstanding personal character and 
interest in the field of business education. 
Seulptural basketry art planned for craft exhibit 
By BRIAN HUCHEL 
Staff writer 
The Tarble Arts Center will be 
showing a craft exhibit by a local 
artist Feb. 26 through March 21. 
Fiber artist Jamie Willis of 
Mattoon is the creator of the lat-
est exhibit at Tarble, titled 
"Function into Form: Sculptural 
Basketry." 
The exhibit contains 17 differ-
ent art pieces, all of which were 
intricately constructed with a 
wide variety of different materi-
als. said Donna Meeks. curator 
of education at Tarble. Some 
examples of the materials used 
include sisel, a fiber similar to 
jute or twine; hand-made paper, 
water color. ceramic and copper. 
The materials, sizes and 
shapes of the baskets vary and 
can range anywhere from one 
and a half feet to four inches in 
length and a foot to four inches 
in height. 
The basket's shapes can be 
seen in cones. shallow ovals and 
half-spheres, to undeterminable 
figures, with colors ranging from 
bright colors. like purple. to 
earth tones such as brown. 
"This year is the 'Year of the 
American craft'," Meeks said. 
"(Wi ll is) is taking a traditional 
form and turing it into sculp-
ture." 
"She is making serious art-
work by borrowing something 
from the community and using it 
to express herself," she added. 
She said Willis will be going 
to schools such as the Mattoon 
and Charleston junior highs and 
working with students with an. 
"Willis came to Tarble through 
an Arts-In-Education grant from 
the lllinois Arts Council," Meeks 
said. "She has been exhibiting 
her artwork throughout lllinois 
since 1985." 
In addition to working with 
crafts. Willis also works with 
weaving. clay and water colors. 
FROM PAGE ONE 
Consolidation 
., Conrinuedfrom page JA 
have. 
"I wish there was time to do real 
strategic planning. It's a hasty pro-
cess, though there is not even much 
of a process, just meeting and mak-
ing decisions. I can't visualize how 
it's all going to turn out" 
Jon Laible, dean of the College 
of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 
shared Ankenbrand's concern but 
said he had accepted the commit-
tee's responsibility. 
"We don't have any choice, 
that's the problem," Laible said. 
"We have to come up with a signif-
icant reallocation in the budget My 
understanding is that restructuring 
a ltogethe r will come up with 
$300,000 and that is a significant 
amount of money. I've got my fin-
gers crossed." 
Ankenbrand said the main point 
Lt. Governor 
at a disadvantage. 
of the restructuring is to improve 
the university for the students, not 
hurt them. 
Joms said most restructuring 
involves administrative reductions 
and will not affect services offered 
by the Booth Library for students. 
Members on the committee are: 
Louis Butler from the College of 
Applied Science, Nancy Marlow 
from the Lumpkin College of 
Business, Ken Sutton from the 
College of Education, Billy 
Heyduck from the College of Fine 
Arts, Kathy Doyle from the College 
of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation, Ellen Keiter from the 
College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences, Ted lvarie and Charles 
Joley from Council of Deans. 
Also on the committee: Phoebe 
Church and Ebrahim Karbassioon 
from the Council of Chairs, Jonetta 
Jones from the Council of 
Western Illinois universicies. 
Administrators, Gary Foster and 
John Miller from Faculty Senate, 
Mike Smyth from Student Senate. 
Nancy Johnson from the Graduate 
Student Council, Fraun Lewis from 
Academic Development. Kay 
Woodward from the School of 
Adult and Continuing Leaming, 
Andrew Methven from Graduate 
School, Virginia Baldwin from 
Booth Library and Weidner from 
provost 
• Continued from page 1 A 
forced to compete as individual universi-
ties for funding, said Wilma Sutton, vice 
chairwoman of the Board of Governors. 
She said that would put the smaller schools 
The Board of Regents oversees Illinois 
State, Northern Illinois and Sangamon 
State universities. The Board of Governors 
oversees Chicago State. Eastern Illinois. 
Governors State, Nonheastem Illinois and 
Kustra said the boards' abolition would 
save about $3.2 million and eliminate 
about 50 jobs, including the chancellor's 
positions on the two panels. 
"Higher education has been spared the 
cuts in funding and reduction in staffing," 
Kustra said. "We're applying the same 
standards to higher education other state 
departments have undergone." 
He said he expects to have proposed leg-
islation prepared this spring. 
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lood dive goal 
till within reach 
The Red Cross blood drive 
· bed past its goal of 300 pints 
Thursday. encling with 329 pints 
blood with one day left for dona-
"I think we can break our goal of 
,450 pints for the week." said 
en Litde, faculty adviser to the 
drive. "We need 232 pints on 
· y. we can do it" 
Dave Cline, blood services con-
tant, said that 70 percent of all 
ood donated to the hospitals in 
area will come from Eastern 
ents. 
On Wednesday night, a snow-
orm in South-Central Illinois 
tened the regional blood sup-
when 600 of 1260 blood drives 
ughout the state were canceled 
Little said since Lawson Hall, 
· of the blood drive, was within 
· g distance for most students, 
Eastern's Hispanic Student 
Union fought for counseling and 
ldvising programs to help newly 
enrolled Hispanic students in a 
meeting Thursday with Eastern 
President David Jorns and other 
aiministrators. 
"Hispanic counseling and advi-
sory programs will help build and 
retain the number of Hispanic stu-
dents enrolled at Eastern," Steve 
eralta, former president of the 
HSU told Jorns. "J was almost 
!Urned away from Eastern myself. 
because of bad counseling.'' 
About 28 percent of this year's 
Hispanic population is made of 
freshmen or transfer students. 
"We tend to loose a significant 
number of Hispanics due to lack of 
financial resources or rural cultural 
shock,'' said Johnetta Jones. direc-
ror of minority affairs. 
Eastern currently has more than 
10.000 full-time students. Only I 
percent of those a.re Hispanic. 
The committee's plan is to 
expand the number of Hispanic 
participants in the Peer Helper 
Program and to help new Hispanic 
students adapt to Eastern 's rural 
environment. 
"If we are going to be successful 
we are going to have to join togeth-
er and get Hispanic peer helpers." 
laid Lou Hencken. acting vice 
pre~ident for student affairs. "Next 
year we can look at the retentton 
rate results and see if they need to 
unprove ... 
Compared to other colleges in 
Illinois. EasLern lacks adequate 
minority assistance having no pro-
grams for admissions or counseling 
specifically geared toward 
Hispanics. said Karen Medina, 
the number of pints collected 
Thursday would not be affected by 
the storm. 
She added that because most stu-
dents have their classes on Monday, 
Wednesdays and Fridays, most 
were able to donate blood on 
Tuesday and Thursday with more 
free time on hand. 
Also, Little said performances by 
the Eastern Juggling Club, free 
Domino's pizza, prize giveaways 
and raffles helped keep blood 
donors occupied while waiting to 
give blood. 
"I am giving blood because it 
saves lives," said Natalie Ambuel, 
a sophomore psychology major 
who donated Thursday for the sec-
ond time. 
One fourth- time donor, sopho-
more Julie Arentz, said that the 
entertainment atmosphere with the 
jugglers on hand was an advantage 
for the Red Cross in getting more 
people out to donate. 
founder of the HSU. 
Lack of Hispanics attending 
Eastern can also be subjected to the 
fact that there is only one minority 
recruiter for Eastern, Peralta said. 
Joms agreed. "We have to turn 
into aggressive recruiters, a lot of 
what we see is word of mouth 
Black History Month will end Saturday 
with its last two events, the 17th annual Miss 
lack EIU Pageant and the Parents 
preciation Dinner. 
These two events are "the two premiere 
events of the school year," said Cecilia 
rinker, assistant director of Student 
Activities. 
Following a buffet style dinner, the Miss 
Black EIU pageant will begin at 8 p.rn. in the 
University Ballroom of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
. . . . . KEVIN KJLHOFFER/Assoc. photo editor 
Jim Smith, a senior accounting ma1or, looks the other way as a Red Cross worker inserts a needle to with-
draw blood Thursday afternoon in the basement of Lawson Hall. 
recruitment," he said. 
"My promise is I expect to have 
a large Hispanic population by 
going after them early and making 
sure they stay and graduate." Joms 
said. "The plan should be long-
range and costly buL still will not 
hurt the University financially." 
By CHRIS SEPER 
Associate news editor 
o:~; Eastern News 
OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1993 
Health Service 
needs bedside 
manner lesson 
Eastern's Health Service could benefit from a 
proposed $60 fee increase to update the facility 
and possibly get another physician and a week-
end physician. 
But if it does, officials at the Health Service 
should be ready to upgrade their service - both 
professionally and personally. 
A newly-created fee from the Council on 
University Planning and Budget will give the 
Health Service $40 to maintain and upgrade its 
staff. 
The money - of which $30 wilJ be used to 
maintain the service and Ed Ito rial $1 o used to improve it -
-------could add a doctor on 
Sftturdays 1lnd trtllhtng courses for both doctors 
and nurses. -
But if the Health Service were to receive 
funds on the basis of performance, It would 
wind up owing the students money. The center 
has been a place that has been consistently 
rude and cold to students. 
In a column in The Daily Eastern News, the 
author documented the embarrassment of a 
student going In for a pregnancy test. During 
her check, the nurse yelled across the room 
that she needed to be checked because she 
thought she was pregnant. 
They have_ been a~used of giving the wrong 
medicine to students and the nurses have been 
publicly confronted with not being personal 
with student's business. 
Health Service doctor Richard Larson said 
that if the added allocations are not made, then, 
"we can't expand services by expecting tax rev-
enues to increase. The whole university system 
is having some difficulty in that area." 
There needs to be improvements made in 
the Health Service, and many of them will 
come through student fees. But those staff 
training seminars and the doctor that will be 
present on Saturdays should only be the tip of 
the iceberg - the Health Service needs an atti-
tude adjustment. 
Students are the top priority at any program 
at Eastern, and the students fees are an excel-
lent way to generate funds. But If the Health 
Service really wants to earn the money, they 
must treat the students with the respect they 
deserve. 
I see one-third of a nation 
ill-housed, ill-clad, ill-nour-
......,.~""' ished. 
Franklin Delano Roosevell 
The exposing of governing offi-
cials as dolts has been a national 
stress reliever for years, ranking 
just slightly behind the opening 
day of the new baseball season 
and opening fire with an automat-
ic weapon upon one's former 
employer. 
In a recent edition of Spy mag-
azine, contributing writers joined 
forces to pose a fictitious question 
concerning "ethnic cleansing In J.A. 
Freedonia" to freshman U.S. Winders 
Senators. 
for those of you currently reading without a flne-
toothed comb, there is no nation - on this planet -
called Freedonia, so there exists no ethnic deanslng In 
said nation. Also, there Is no Easter Bunny. 
For myself, the results of this "test" were quite inspir-
ing. 
I thought that If over 80 percent of nationally elected 
officials would bite at a false question to make them-
selves look worldly knowledgeable, then the kids over 
at Eastern's Student Senate will surely surpass that 
marl<. on the "no due in hell" meter. 
The quest began by cleverly disguising my phone 
voice to that of former Rolling Stones guitarist Mick 
Taylor, so that I may set out in total anonymity to 
expose the "posslble" Ignorance of random members 
of Eastern's Student Senate. 
The question I posed to members of the Student 
Senate (chosen at random by going down the phone 
list and seeing who was home) was concerning "the 
proposed one percent surtax upon tuition to finance the 
reconstruction of each BOG university's infra-structure." 
Once again for those of you who are reading without 
a fine-toothed comb to pick up my deeper subtext, the 
question is false. Also, Santa Oaus Is a fake. 
There Is no such proposal, nor shall there ever be, 
check that, nor should there ever be (one should never 
say never concerning any governing operations of the 
BOG). 
Responses to Mick Taylor's line of questioning were 
Indeed diverse. 
There were a handful members in the Gold Star Club 
- those who admitted that they had never heard of the 
proposal, either through their own Ignorance or 
through legitimate knowledge of the topic's non-exis-
tence. 
Of the senate members called, Gold Star Clubbers 
lnduded Cash Boyd, John Kohl and jody Stone. They all 
respectfully stated that they truly had no knowledge of 
this situation even existing, let alone having the ability 
to comment. 
Your turn ••• 
Fine work gentleman. 
Others, however. choose the safer road to travel. 
These individuals decided to confront the fake qU& 
tlon in a manner so not to tarnish their personal polltl 
Image, yet still seem knowledgeable. 
The "I have no comment at this time" tag line fell 
from the lips of Wendy Lee Hausman, Matt Yegge. and 
Charles Phillips Jr. 
Then, of course, there was the collection of kids who 
decided that they would look really bright if they dis. 
played knowledge of the topic. These are the ones to 
which we should all pay doser attention to in the future. 
I'll let their own words work as their personal brand 
of ignorance. 
Senate member Kara Restagno: "I didn't read the 
artide In the paper about It today. So, I don't have arrJ 
background to comment at this time." 
"Didn't read the artlde In the paper today" concern-
ing something I made up about an hour before speak· 
Ing with her - I said nothing of an artide in the paper 
but I do have my suspicions concerning someone with 
no due on the other end of the phone. 
First-year senate member Amy Compton: "I'll be get· 
ting together with Ron Carmona (senate's Financial Vice 
President) to have him explain it to me before I issue a 
statement." 
What she should have said was that "I will be getting 
together with Ron Carmona to have him smack me on 
the melon for answering a question I know nothing 
about." 
Senate member Jeff Flgurell: "I've heard about It, but 
I don't know enough to make a comment on it. I have 
heard about it though." 
Jeff has "heard about It." I don't think so. 
Sure the experiment wasn't scientific. ln fact, it might 
be downright unethical. 
But, I did accomplished my two-fold plan. 
First, this experiment was to let the kids over at 
Student Senate know that it Is OK to admit when you 
don't know the answer to a question. You should never 
lie or pretend you know more than what you do, or 
some mean, nasty man, like former Rolling Stones gui-
tarist Mick Taylor, might call you and then make fun r:J 
you In print. 
Secondly, this was done to inform the student popu-
lation of Eastern that giving any form of governing 
power to some of these stellar examples of dormancy Is 
like giving one's pet monkey bran muffins and the keys 
to an International Harvester 5150 Super Cab. 
No matter which way one looks at It, there Is going 
to be a mess somewhere. 
- ].A. WlndeJS Is features editor and a regular colum-
nist tbrThe Dally Eastern News. 
Black chorus 
moves entire 
audience 
range of ages and cultural back-
grounds In attendance. I am posi-
tive that everyone In the hall was 
moved by the exuberant enthusi-
asm expressed by the Chorus and 
Its dJrector Ollle Watts Davis. 
time you have the opportunity, 
whether it is here on campus, at 
the U of I, or wherever, don't mm 
the Chorus. They're superb! The 
performance Is only one of the 
many splendid cultural events this 
campus offers. 
Dear editor: 
For those In attendance Friday, 
Feb. 19 at Eastem's Dvorak Concert 
Hall a fantastic time was experi-
enced. For those who weren't 
there, you missed a fabulous per-
formance by a first rate musical 
group, the University of llllnols 
Black Chorus. 
It was a true Joy to see the wide 
I would like to thank publicly the 
efforts of every organization and 
lndlvldual that mad the chorus's 
appearance possible, especially 
Johnetta Jones, Wiiiiam Colvin, 
Herman D. Taylor, Steve Falk, the 
Afro-American Studies Program, 
the Eastern Afro-American Center, 
the Music Depart-ment, and the 
Eastern Development Office. 
For those unfortunate one, who 
weren't at the concert, the next 
In conclusion, I would like to 
encourage Eastern's students, fac. 
ulty, and staff along with area resl· 
dents to take advantage of the 
many offerings at Eastern. While 
some of the events charge a mod-
est admission, the majority of the 
events are free. The next time you 
are looking for something to do, 
check out Eastern. 
Dan Crews 
Firday, February 26, 1993 
40 student fee increase 
o boost Health Service 
A student fee increase that 
uld provide Eastern 's Health 
ice with an extra $40 per stu-
t may help eliminate many of 
common complaints of stu-
ts who use the facility. 
Students pay $9.20 per year to 
e the facility. On Feb. 11 , 
stern President David Jorns 
peared before the Student 
ate asking for a $60 student fee 
ase as a result of a "financial 
· is" facing the Illinois Board of 
'gher Education. 
Of the $60 per student total, 
th service will receive $40 of 
funding. With this additional 
· g, the service would be able 
maintain its present operation 
make needed improvements. 
An increase in student fees 
ight allow Health Service to 
pand and hire more staff - two 
provements its physicians say 
badly needed. 
"There's some talk of more per-
el. and we could stand to use 
ore people." said Dr. Richard 
n, director of Student Health 
rvice. 
Larson said he believes one of 
reasons that some students feel 
service's reputation is inade-
ate is because students would 
' ' If m ore space and staff are auai /able to us, the waits will definite ly be shorter. 
Dr. Richard Larson, 
Health Service director 
' ' rather see their hometown doctors in their hometowns instead of see-
ing an unfamiliar doctor at Health 
Service. 
"I've heard of students wanting 
to drive for many miles just to see 
their family doctor instead of us," 
Larson said. 
Larson said he hopes that addi-
tional funding will lead to an 
expansion of the building that 
would provide more examination 
rooms and more space in the wait-
ing room. 
"If more space and staff are 
available to us. the waits will defi-
nitely be shorter." he said. 
The proposed increases will be 
placed on a student referendum 
and voted on in April. 
Two students who visited the 
Health Service Wednesday said 
they felt the facility was in need of 
improvement 
"I think, from personal experi-
ence, the Health Service staff 
gives you a Jot of run-around," 
said Shannon Glore, freshman 
speech communications/theater 
major. "I really don't think their 
opinion is one that can be taken 
very seriously." 
Lisa Williams, senior zoology 
and medical technology major 
said, "The Health Service is good 
just to get medications, other than 
that, its programs and staff could 
use some improvement." 
Although some students are 
calling for improvements, others 
feel the Health Service is doing the 
best it can. 
"The Health Service seems OK 
to me," said Kevin Mullen, junior 
pre-engineering major. "I think it 
works well for the campus." 
Brad Pollina, graduate student, 
said: "I like the Health Service 
program. it has a lot to offer. The 
staff is friendly, and it is included 
in your student fees. You can't 
beat that." 
nion Board votes down idea 
or union cu~icle constru~t-po 
Plans for construction of three cubicles in the 
dent Activities Office have been voted down by 
Union Board because money will not be allotted 
the upcoming fiscal year. 
Joan Gossett, director of the Martin Luther King 
. University Union, said that until criteria can be 
ermined to decide what organizations would use 
proposed offices, cubicle construction is a dead 
sue. 
"I agree with the Union Board's decision." 
ssett said ... Definitely, the Union Board will set 
criteria for deciding this, but there is no timetable 
that yet." 
Gossett also mentioned that the board is attempt-
to have a full-time staff member look into deter-
. ing criteria with the possibility that the cubicles 
built next year. 
"There have been at least 10 more organizations 
t have called my office since the articles in the 
r about it," Gossett said. "They see it as chance 
get space for themselves." 
The proposed construction of the cubicles would 
ve cost the Union Board at least $50,000 to build 
three walls in a part of the Student Activities Office 
that is currently designated to the Black Greek 
Council, the Black Student Union and the Inter-
Fraternity and Panhellenic councils. 
Also. Union fees are slated to increase $5 for next 
year. Students currently pay $48 in fees to help pay 
for the Union's services. That amount will increase 
to$53. 
Gossett said that money was needed to help pay 
for a new $20,000 Macintosh computer laboratory 
that will be built in the Union next to Copy Express. 
The new laboratory will feature fou r new 
Macintosh terminals, computer software and one 
IBM laser printer. The lab is slated to open next fall. 
"It'll be hard to get our Physical Plant people over 
here to work on this," Gossett said, adding that the 
plant has many other projects to fulfill in the mean-
time. She said a carpenter might have to be hired to 
construct the laboratory if the Physical Plant wee to 
be overloaded with work. 
The final step for the Union Board's budget to be 
accepted is approval from Lou Hencken, acting vice 
president for student affairs. 
Gossett said the budget has been sent to Hencken 
and will probably be reviewed in the next two 
weeks. 
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NIKE & REEBOK 
Spring Jackets 
Shorts & 
T-Shirts 
New! 
New Stoc 
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Heavyweight 
Sweatshirts 
many colors 
including XXL 
New1 EIU 
Custom 
Sweatshirts 
FRANKLIN 
BALL GLOVES 
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SAVE$ 
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Delta Sigma Pi Small Medium Large 
would like to congratulate 
its pledge class: 
James Barger Tina Middleton 
Cynthia Boswell 
Cheree Christman 
John Collins 
Dan Gaynor 
Marcy Guither 
· .. ·· .. 
Jennifer Ming 
Stephanie Richter 
Tom See 
Helen Thornton 
Angela Watson 
Tony Zahrn 
.!. : .... ·•••.•• 
Pizza Pizza Pizza 
only only only $399 $499 $599 
• Free 1 Topping 
• Free Extra Sauce 
• Free Thick Crust 
Dinner Special 
Large 1 Topping Pizza 
Salad & Drink for 4 
only $999 +Tax 
- New - Cinnamon Knots 
only $199 +Tax 
Toppe:r'8 
For Fast, Free Delivery call 348-54 54 
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Arabs, Israel welcome at talks 
GENEVA (AP) - The United States and Russia will 
invite the Arabs and Israel to return to Middle East 
peace talks in April in Washington, Secretary of State 
Warren M. Christopher said Thursday. 
His announcement came just a day after he conclud-
ed separate talks in Jerusalem with Israeli and 
Palestinian leaders, saying he was unable to set a date 
to resume negotiations. 
Faisal Husseini, a key Palestinian negotiator, said 
President Clinton and Christopher wrote him "a very 
encouraging letter" after the meeting between 
Christopher and the Palestinians, Israeli radio said. 
Also. Christopher talked by telephone with the 
Palestinians and in Geneva with Andrei Kozyrev, the 
Russian foreign minister. Russia maintains good rela-
tions with the Palestine Liberation Organization. 
Christopher "obviously heard enough new about the 
attitudes of the parties," an official said later when 
Christopher flew to Brussels for a NATO foreign min-
isters' meeting on Friday. 
"It's a judgment that he made," said the official, who 
spoke to reporters on condition of anonymity. 
'The very strong consensus in the Middle East is 
that the parties want to return to the negotiations," 
Christopher said al a joint news conference with 
Kozyrev after they met for nearly three hours. 
Christopher did not say whether the Palestinians had 
dropped their objections to phased rather than immedi-
ate repatriation of 396 Palestinians deported to 
Lebanon on Dec. 17 by Israel. 
lf they have not changed their position, issuing invi-
tations could be a pressure tactic to compel them to go 
along or risk isolation. 
In the seven Arab countries he visited, Christopher 
said he found strong sentiment among government 
leaders to reopen the negotiations. 
When they recessed. Syria and Israel had begun to 
talk about a territorial compromise and separate Jsraeli-
Jordanian talks were making headway, as well. 
A joint statement by the United States and Russia 
said the negotiations would be held in Washington in 
April. 
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Live Band 
The EXPORTS 
Alternative Edge Sound 
$1 fill 
LONG-NECKS 
SATURDAY NITE 
Live Band: 
Gypsy Road 
Rock & Roll 
Techno Music $1!m 
LONG NECKS City police investigate break-in ______ _ 
By KEITH WEATHERSPOON a janitor. r 
and B~IAN HUCHEL ~ w ~pus polic~ are ~till i~v~ti-
Staff writers . :: .. - _ , . _ _._. gatmg two cases mvolvmg cnmmal I 
damage to property that were 
A Charleston woman reported reported last week. 
( MEDIUM (1411)) 
that someone tried to unlawfully the house and there are no suspects The first case occurred in Eastern I H EE s E :~~%s~::1~i~;~·r:~~~g at*~~~~~:~~!e;;:rt_ ~~~~.~~ ~ ~~~~t~:ri:;~~e~ SAUSAGE & c 
theC::~~~:;~~::~:e~t~:~ ~~~~~ur:1:~~:o~gF~~:. ~~~k~~ ~!~;e:eb;o~C::!:~!i I PIZZA ••• TO GO! 
home from school at 3:35 p.m. and According to police reports, a of parking lot X. 
found the rear door forced open. A purse belonging to Jean Dilworth, a When York returned to the vehi- 1 small piece of wood from the door member of the home economics cle, which was owned by her father, jamb was also found broken. faculty, was stolen from a book bag she discovered a four-foot long 
Drum said she was positive that sitting in Room 303 ofKlehm Hall. scratch on the left side of the truck, 
1 the rear door was locked when she A Friday search of Kiehm, below the top of the truck's bed. left that morning at 8:30 a.m.. Coleman, Lumpkin, the Life The reporting officer saw no paint 
according to the report. Science and the Fine Arts buildings transfer that would indicate contact 
The report said that Drum did did not produce the purse. with another vehicle. I 
not think anybody entered the Dilworth reported the purse con- The investigation is continuing, 
house, as she has two house dogs, a tained several credit cards, checks, but so far there are no suspects. 
pit bull and a dobennan, that will some photographs and her driver's The second case involves a vehi- I 
bite strangers. license. cle driven by John Witter, 20, also 
No\ll.in§.~!i>un(i.~i&.Wlgft<un. 1)\l}QUJ'.Se:)Y~ fowid Monday by on Thursday. 
Now at Monlcal1s, get a Med. (14•) 
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JumSS.95 ~.ru 
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Good 7 Days/Week with 
Carry-Out/Delivery thru 3114/93 
Additional toppings @ 
regular charge. 
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fiZf Decks 
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Paid 
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Management 
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rosecutor blames police 
r delay in King's care 
S ANGELES (AP) - Two 
men transporting an injured 
y King from one hospital to 
er detoured for nearly two 
. stopping at their station to 
the beating victim to cot-
es. a prosecutor said Thurs-
an opening statement. Assis-
U.S. Attorney Steven Clymer 
accused the two defendants of 
to convince medical person-
al both hospitals that King was 
r the influence of the hallu-
en PCP when there was no 
evidence. 
e surprise allegations about 
cers Laurence Powell and 
y Wmd came as the federal 
ent launched its effort to 
hat state prosecutors could not 
· convictions in the videotaped 
. g. 
e acquittals of Powell, Wind 
two other while officers on 
t state charges ignited three 
days of deadly mayhem in Los 
Angeles, and the federal trial has 
had an undenone of racial tension 
since jury selection began. 
The multiracial jury listened 
raptly. sometimes leaning forward 
in their seats, as Clymer outlined 
the case and played for them a 
newly enhanced version of the 
videotape shot by an amateur cam-
eraman. 
Oymer said he would prove that 
Powell and Wind. along with 
Officer Theodore Briseno and their 
supervisor, Sgt. Stacey Koon, vio-
lated King's civil rights. He said 
the three officers brutally dubbed, 
kicked and stomped the black 
motorist who "was not a threat." 
and Koon did nothing to stop it 
Their actions. he said. violated 
their department's policy on use of 
force . 
Facts outlined by Clymer were 
nearly identical to those presented 
in a state trial in suburban Simi 
Valley a year ago. Only the claim 
that Powell and Wind delayed 
King's treatment was new. 
A defense lawyer dismissed the 
allegation, saying the officers went 
to the Los Angeles Police Depar-
tment's Foothill Station to book 
King, who had been stopped after a 
high-speed chase on March 3, 
1991. 
According to Oymer, the severe-
1 y beaten King received some 
stitches at Pacifica Hospital, near 
the beating scene, then was to be 
transferred to Los Angeles County-
USC Medical Center, a huge inner-
city hospital with a trauma center 
and a jail ward. Powell and Wind 
agreed to transport him. 
linton suggests higher taxes 
n some health-risk products 
ASHINGTON (AP) - President Clinton suggested 
y he may propose higher taxes on tobacco and 
products that pose a health risk to help pay for his 
al health insurance plan. 
ou do have to find some way to recover some rev-
," to extend health insurance to the 37 million 
·cans who don't have it, he said. 
bite House officials said Hillary Rodham 
on's task force on health-care reform also is con-
. g - although without much enthusiasm - a pro-
to tax workers' health benefits as income. 
linton indicated his administration would look 
nd the tax increases proposed for his economic 
to finance his health-insurance program. 
think that we are spending a ton of money in pri-
insurance and in government tax payments to deal 
the health care problems occasioned by bad health 
·rs, and panicularly smoking, which is costing us a 
of money," Clinton said. 
ile saying he hopes to avoid raising taxes of mid-
income families to pay for the coverage, "I think 
th-related taxes are different" He discussed health-
ance financing at a news conference where 24 
and labor leaders endorsed his economic plan. 
e president made universal health care a key cam-
0 0 
paign promise. 
He is expected to send his package to Congress in 
May. 
While Clinton specifically mentioned only 
cigarettes, aides said higher taxes on other tobacco 
products and on alcoholic beverages also are being 
considered seriously. 
Even so. Clinton sought to address concerns ex-
pressed by members of The Wine Institute from Cali-
fornia about a tax on alcohol. 
"We didn't say that." he said during a picture-taking 
session. "I specifically passed up a chance to SllY that • 
today." 
According to one administration projection, provid-
ing coverage for uninsured Americans could cost $30-
$90 billion a year. 
The Congressional Budget Office has estimated that 
doubling the 24-cent-a-pack tax on cigarettes would 
bring in $18 billion over five years. Taxes vary on dif-
ferent types of alcohol, but roughly doubling the exist-
ing ones would bring in about $23 billion over five 
years, according to the budget office. 
Taxing employer-provided health insurance like 
income could raise $ IOO billion or more over the same 
period. 
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FREE Battery and electrical test. 
FREE installation. Battery 
Specialists. 1519 Madison Ave. 
Charleston 345-VOLT. 
_______ ca. MWF/00 
Fast and reasonable typing, 
translation and FAX service. Call 
Lynda, 581-2829 
318 
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOY-
MENT: Make money teaching 
basic conversational English 
abroad. Japan and Taiwan Make 
$2,000-$4,000+ per month. Many 
provide room & board + other 
benefi1s! No previous training or 
teaching certificate required. For 
International Employment pro-
gram, call the International 
Employment Group: (206) 632-
1140 ext. J5738. 
Bedroom - furnished, central 
A.C .. Free trash & parking, 
across from the Union on 7th. 
348-5406. 
------~--·2126 
SUMMER SUBLESSORS 1 ·2 
Females, close to campus, 2 
Bedrooms, A/C, Furnished. Rent 
negotiable. 348-7617. 
313 
Female subleasor for Summer 
93. 1410 6th Includes own room, 
_________ .2126 cable TV. $167.50 a month, last 
Florida SPRING BREAK, 7 nights month tree 348-5389 ~,,,.--: __ ~_~"-~.,...~--~--s--b3_:r.,..,i~--5M __9...,,i 1-~-~-·: leo~o~home ""J I fol llNJ m 
SPRINGBREAKERS! Last mom, 6 year old son, Christian 
chance to get the best accommo- family, friendly home, excellent 
dations and prices available- neighborhood Please consider us 
Panama City and Daytona as a family for your baby! Thanks, 
Beach. Call Mike or Ed at 348- Sue and Phil (309) 263-0565 or our 
7541. attorney, Theresa (309) 692-1087 
,,,....,...,.....,,.,..,..-_,...,,,.,..,.,.,,..--·2126 ______ ca1/29, 2/5, 19,26 
CANCUN • MEXICO Spring LOVING PARENTS and their 
Break #1 Cholcel 5 Night Party lour-year-old son are eager for 
Package Including R.T Air and another child We know you want 
Lodging Starts at $344 1 ·800· the best for your baby - we offer a 
845-6766 happy family life with lots of fun, 
_ 318 love and a secure future. Let's 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND Party talk - we need your help and real-
with the Bestl Hotels or Condos ly want to help you. Call collect; 
with Party/Activity Package $20 Artynn & Ron, (217) 367-4769. 
Per Person/Per Night-Taxes Not _____ .ca2/19,26, 315,12 loci"';,_;,: ~·, b Sulussc>p 
£lP ANlf.D 2 Subleasors needed for the 
Now hiring for developmental 
trainers, nurses aides and CNA's. 
Apply at 738 18th St. Charleston 
eoe. 
_________ 2126 
2000 Yr. old. SELF-DEFENSE & 
HEALING, PRIVATE CLASSES 
Only. 2 Limited to a class. 348-
0620. 
311 
FOOT REFLEX'"""O..,..LOG-Y-ST-R-ESS 
RELIEF RELAXATION $6.00 1/2 
hour By Appl. Only. 348-0620. 
_________ 311 
Non-smoking female . Sleep 
over for recooperating lady. One 
week starting Monday night, 
Qwo transportation. 348-1560 
Friday on. 
Summer. Park Place 1. Rent 
negotiable. 345-6745. 
GREEKS & CLUBS 
RAISE A COOL 
$1,000 
IN JUST ONE WEEKI 
PLUS $1,000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CALLS! 
No obhgallon. No Cost. 
Anda FREE 
IGLOO COOLER 
If you qualify. Call 
1~00-93~528, EXt.' 65 
Nice, close to campus, furnished 
houses for 93-94 school year. 
Two people per bedroom, 10 112 
mo. lease, $175/mo., 345-3148. 
Evenings. 
_________517 
Now leasing for fall: ~room 
furnished apartments. McArthur 
Manor Apartments 913-917 
Fourth St. 345-2231 
......,-----,..-.,.---~517 
5 bedroom and 3 bedroom apt. 
for rent. Contact (217) 234-4831 
_________ 2126 
Now Showing 
and Leasing 
for 
Summer& 
Fall '93. 
Leasing office 
820 Lincoln Ave 
, 
o!~; Eastern News ACROSS 1 Tale of the 
Volsungs 
sHe painted a 
dreamworld 
~Surrender, in a 54 Couch potato 
way HSquatl 
30 Mather matter 57 First German 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: ________________ _ 
Address: ______________ _ 
Phone: ______ Students D Yes D No 
Dates to run --------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: __________ _ 
Expiration code {office use only) _______ _ 
Person accepting ad ___ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ___ _ 
Payment: 
a cash OCheck Q Credit 
Check number ___ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid In advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
FRIDAY ;;; ~·" 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAN0-7, 17 ESPN-24 
6 :00 nilde Elitlon News News SportsCenler 
9 Kin of a lighter 
13 Sponsorship 
14 Angular military 
construction 
110rifice 
•• This attracts 
coverage 
11Jordanian 
queen: 1972-77 
19 Mental image 
20 Pianist Yong 
22 Shade 
23 Disjoin 
24 Plant of the pea 
family 
USA-26 
~mt.eap 
6:30 Murphy Brown Entmt Tonght Mamed ... Best of Sunday 
7:00 Days ol Our Lives Movie:The Family Matters Night Colwetsabons Murder.She 
7:30 WiuardolOz Step ByStep Skling Wrote 
31 Witness president 
32 Wye follower, 1n 58 Faineant 
London 59 Astronomer 
33 Assamese group Knopf 
34 Used a strop eo Actors Leibman 
and Glass 
• Flapper et TV hit serial: 
37 Van dahze 1977-81 
38 Stick, in Sevilla 
39 Use a thurible 
40 Conspicuous 
43 High dudgeon 
44 Tall and thin 
45 Kin of a testa 
47 H e rode five 
Derby w inners 
49 Products of 
Paul 
A ·--Stallion," 
Jeffers poem 
DOWN 
1 Tractor -trailer 
2 --P, Dickens 
character 
3Nobelist in 
Literature· 1947 
• "The --* 
Prokosch 'work 
5 Consecrate 
• Arabian port 
7Wool:Comb 
form 
I Having creditors 
•Disgraced 
~~~:.i 10 Cause of hue 
and cry in 
filmdom 
11 Salmagundl 
=+.;m+-+""'< iiF~R 12 Disaccustom 
14 Check 
~;;;.+;~~ n With lance in 
hand 
21 Match king 
Kreuger 
~~.;.+;:;+.;.+;:;+~'"4 23 Hordeolum 
...:..+~~.:.f 24 Reboant 
-...~"""""""" 21 Confine 
transmissions 
tospecral 
groups 
..... 1=--..: 
WGN-10, 9 WILL-12, 12 UFE·13 
Designing Women MacNeil, Lehter Unsot"8d 
Jeff8J1ons Myslenes 
Movie: We're Washington Week LA. law 
NoAngels wan Street Week 
CAMPUS .. CUPS 
'·,.· w 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Praise and 
SeMce February 28 at 10:30 am. at the Christian Campus 
south of Lawson HaD. Come easty for donu1s and Juice. Cal 
rides or info. 
RED CROSS BLOOD Drive will be Friday from 11 a.m.-3 p.m.111 
Lawson Hall Basement 
THE COUNSELING CENTER will have a WOl'kshop Monday, Maldl I 
p.m. in the Effingham room in the Union. "Building Better Study Sldlt 
sent8d by Noon Isacson - Come to a WOlkshop to releam how ID 
textbook efficiency, concentralion, memory and notetaking, test 
and academic motiVation. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRIES accepted beginning Friday 
10 p.m. at the Intramural desk In the SAC lobby. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRIES accepted begmning Friday 
10 p.m. at the Intramural desk in the SAC lobby. 
DELTA PSI KAPPA wiU have Pledge Test Monday, Marcil 1 at 8 
Lantz room 304 or Lantz Oub room. Any quest>ons can Stephanie sa. 
NEWMAN CATHOUC CENTER wm celebrate Mass Sunday at 11 
and 4:30 p.m. at Coleman Au<itorium. 
NEWMAN CATHOUC CENTER will have a discussion with meal 
from 6-7:30 p.m. at the Newman Center. Topic: Pilgrimage, All World 
Day participants MUST attend. All Welcome. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Taco Party & Game Night will be FridlJ 
p.m. in the University Bap1isl Churdl Educational BUlding. Bring a 
game & jom us fOf an evening of fun! Everyone is welcome' For 
details, call Regina at 349-8627 Hope at 5108 °'Tammy at 5105. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION SUNDAY Supper Sunday, Feb. 28 at 5 
2202 4th Street, across form Lawson. The Wesley Foundation has a 
Sunday Supper every week for any student. Please come by 
Foundation and sign up or call your name in by Friday- 348-8191. 
THE LIGHTHOUSE, CHARLESTON'S oriy real ber altemalive, is op9 
dancing, talking, meeting friends, etc. There's no cover charge. HM 
Friday from 9-1 a.m. In the basement of W.F .. 2202 4th Street 
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR wiU have a mandatory rehearsal Saturday m 
p.m. In FAM 013. All members participating in the Spring Concert 111111 
present and on time. Any questions contact Kim 5195. 
BU DANCERS WILL have mandatory rehearsals this weekend. 
ask for specific bmes! 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA wiU have a Bowling Party to kick off the 111199 
the Miss Black EIU Pageant weekend Friday from 6-8 p.m. ill 
University Bowling Lanes. OonalionS win be taken for Children's 
Hospital. 
SCEC TOY LENDING Drive will be meeting Saturday from 10-2 p.m. kl 
Toy Lending Library. Bnng all old or used toys. All toys will be greatly 
ciated! 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Blood Drive Take Down Will be Friday between 
and 4:30 p.m. in Lawson HaD. Please come to Lawson today to ~ 
down the decorations from the blood drive. Thanks! 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA formal rush will be Sunday at 4 p.m. In 
University Union, room to be announced. Bring official transcripts and 
of interest. 
Please Note: Campus Clips are run tree of charge ONE DAY ONLY 
NON-PROFJT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be 
to The Daily Eastem News office by NOON one business day 
date of the event Example: any event scheduled for Thursday 
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday IS the 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after 
' WILL NOT be published. No cnps will be taken by phone. Any Clip 
Illegible or contains conflicting inlormalion will not be published. 
21 Filling for a TV 
tube 
21 Uptight 
29Bezel 
30Packp1pe 
tobacco 
34 Relinquish 
31Composer 
Speaks 
31 "Excess of --
cause of 
covetousness": 
Marlowe 
Fox-8, 55 
Night Court 
Cheef's 
America's Most 
Wanted 
•Jetty 
31 Friable 
41 "--Me,"1931 
song 
.u Acuminates 
41Tohubohu 
41 She wrote "The 
Salamanca 
Drum" 
so lacocca's real 
first name 
51 She scats wi1h 
cats 
47 Ex-constellation 52 Transude 
41 Furrow 11 Nigerian native 
OISC-9 WEIU-29, 51 
Crocodiles: The Ghost Willer 
Deadly SuMVOIS 
Wildhte Little House 
MIC 
8:00 SoapOpera Oonoeaurs Movie• DIVtCI F106I MoYle Roxanne S9lbllQS Firepoww Bonanza 
8:30 Awards ~Wilder Amencan Musde Hoosiers The Prize PuilZs G.I. Diary 
9:00 ResQie911 2MO News AkJ.»y UncOO Star Trek: The Subma.nnes: News 
9 :30 High School Dance Next Generation Sharks ol Steel EIU Connection 
10:00 News News News & OnllTeam MOVle: Night Court Being Served? ThirtySOmeth1ng Cheers Wildllle Sneak Previews 
10:30 Tontght M'A'S'H Lem Connedlon SportsCenter TheVals Uptown Con16dy Movie Studs Artie Movie The 39 Steps 
LASSIRED ADVERTISING 
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Buchanan. Aldo Roma 
1 bedroom apartments for 1 
s. Utilities Included. 11 
. lease. $325 tor 1 person 
each for 2 persons. Call 
Charlotte 345-2113. Eads 
-,-~._.,..-____ 517 
SCHOOL YEAR, ALSO 
ER 93. 1. 2. 3, AND 4 
OOM APARTMENTS. 
HOUSES AVAILABLE. 
B AND K RENTALS AT 
1 (LEAVE MESSAGE IF 
NSWER OR CALL 348-
~7':':":"=-:=- --~517 
OLNWOOD PINETREE 
ISHED APARTMENTS. 
. BALCONIES. AIR. NINE 
H LEASE, FROM $160 
PERSON. APPOINTMENT. 
517 ~-:-ts~fo-r -=-fa-::-11:-cl-:-e-a-n.-e-xce.l-
ilion. Off-street parking. 
345-7286, M-F, 8:30 - 5:00, 
l-12 
_______ 3/.12 
artments, house behind 
s Pizza, and 3 bedroom 
nt 2 blocks from campus. 
ble in May 345-3059 or 
1. 
~~==-==---313 UTILITIES PAID 2 bedroom 
lor 2·3 girls. Nice apts. Close 
. Call CAMPUS RENTALS 
100 between 3·9 p.m. 
2126 -10--=E.,.,.1u=-.--::Sev=--e-ral~ho-u~ses & 
nts for 1-7 tenants. Jim 
, C21 Wood, 1512 A 
345-4489 
_____ caMWF3/19 
one bedroom aprtments 
campus. Range, Reing., 
s provided. No pets. 
. 345-4220 after 5 p.m. 
__ 2126 
9th St. 5 bedroom apt 
o (180/mo each). 2 bed· 
apt. \4320/mo ($160/mo 
. Nice yard. off st. prt<Jng, 
345-4853 
2126 
:---:-for::--rent---c--::2:-:B::-:R::'""":""fu-'mished 
1shed. Refrigerator $375 
. 10 month lease and 1 
$350. Phone 345-9249. 
---,-·313 
r only. 3-5 bedroom hous-
se to campus. Very rea· 
rent Call 348-5032. 
--:---=-....,.,-~~·313 
n only - Fall & Spring, 
per mo. & Utilities. Int. & 
r • Special Rates can Pat 
(708) 789-3n2 
-:-----:-----c-::--·3117 
oom apartment 2 people 
. Year lease 345-2416. 
-..,.--..,-----.,..,--_.,:315 
le for 1st time. New 1,2,&3 
m furnished apartments. 
l Nso, 5 bedroom hous-
11 for appointment. 345-
,..,,.,.,..,.--.,---..,--,..---:-:314 
l'4 bedroom houses. 1036, 
2nd, 319 Madison. 348-
_3111 
OLDETOWNE MANAGEMENT 
HAS APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
FOR LEASING 93-94. CALL 345-
0LDE. 
MILLER RESERVE BEER TAST· 
ING AT EAST SIDE PACKAGE 
COME REGISTER FOR NEON 
SIGN GIVEAWAY. WEEKEND 
SUPER SPECIALS. HAMMS 
PRATI 12 PK 2.99 COORS LT. 
70Z. 6NR 1.49. MEISTER 
BRAU, BRAU LT. 24PK 5.99. 
MILLER RESERVE, RESERVE 
LT. 6NR 2.99. LITTLE KING 
24PK 6.99 CURBSIDE KEG 
SERVICE AT EASTSIDE PACK· 
AGE. 345-5722. 
------~2126 
TV-Quasar 25" console-$175. 
Steneo: receiver. turntable. speak· 
ers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu 
station wagon $750. Trade for? 
345-4426 
,.,.-..,.---,,---.,.---,-,.----,-.,--_,517 
Man's sliver/gold wedding ring-
$150. Man's silver Bulova 
Accutron watch $225. Woman's 
full length fur coat-$100. Trade 
for? 345-4426 
----- ___ 517 
STEROID ALTERNATIVES· 
CYBERGENICS, ICOPRO, HOT 
STUFF, TWIN LABS, WEIDER . 
UNIVERSAL DIET AIDS, STIM-
ULANTS. FREE CATALOG. 
PHYSICAL ATIRACTIONS. 1-
800-397-4m. 
________ 3129 
'87 Camaro 305 VS S·speed. Air, 
AM·FM cassette, red, black interi· 
or. Runs well. 60,000 miles. 
$5,500 345-5471. 
__________ .312 
BICYCLE SALE All Trek, 
Specialized, and Giant bicycles 
on sale through Feb. 27. 
Champaign Cycle 352-7600. 
-- 2126 
G7 Mustang G.T. Quarter panels 
$200 OBO, Diamond and 
Emerald ring $68, Holly after 4:00 
348-8970. 
2126 M-.,.1-L...,LE""'R~RE=-s=E=R,.,..V=E,-:B:-::E:-::E=R-=TAST-
ING AT EAST SIDE PACKAGE 
COME REGISTER FOR NEON 
SIGN GIVEAWAY WEEKEND 
SUPER SPECIALS. HAMMS 
PRATI 12 PK 2.99 COORS LT. 
70Z 6 NR 1 49 M EISTER 
BRAU, BRAU LT 24PK 5.99. 
MILLER RESERVE, RESERVE 
LT 6NR 2.99. LITTLE KING 
24PK 6.99 CURBSIDE KEG 
SERVICE AT EASTSIDE PACK-
AGE. 345-5722. 
2126 
1- l 
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND; 
CO-ED NAKED T-SH IRTS 
EXCLUSIVELY AT TOKENS 
FEATURING EIU BAR HOPPING 
DESIGN GREEK, FLOOR, AND 
TEAM ORDERS WELCOME AT 
TOKENS. 
lvin and Hobbes 
~~Oll) 1)£1£.CTlCN 
LE C\.\A~G\KG 10£J<f\Tl£S, 
· M~~aa> CAL~IN 
PS INTO \.\15 ~~R I 
1"t.~ \.\E Mt..K£5 11\t 
St\l~~~\JS i~M~~~~ 
1~m .... 
Hot, Sexy, Wildl Last chance to 
get the best deals on campus for 
Daytona Beach Panama City. For 
more Information call Mike or Ed 
at 348·7541. 
-- 2126 
HOTI HOT! HOTI Body Builders, 
check us for posing suits. All 
venus bikinis. $29.00. 12 tans, 
$34.00 Jamaican Tan 348-0018, 
410 7th St., M-F, 1().9. Sat. 10-5. 
___ .2126 
ALL STUDENTS HOMECOM· 
ING 1993 COMMITIEE APPLI-
CATIONS AVAILABLE IN THE 
STUDENT ACTIVITY CENTER, 
RM. 201, UNIVERSITY UNION. 
DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 26 
-~~--~--2126 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS. 
HOMECOMING 1993 COMMIT-
TEE APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
IN THE STUDENT ACTIVITY 
CENTER, RM. 201 UNIVERSITY 
UNION. DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 
26. 
~----~-_.2126 
Mery Kay can help with personal-
ized glamour selection Call 
Angela, Independent Mary Kay 
Beauty Consultant, 581-3893. 
________ .2126 
EAT, EAT. EAT Joey's Often 
Hungry? EAT AT JOEY'S. 
JOEY'S DELIVERS! Mon., Tues., 
Wed. 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m., 4:00 
p.m.-11 :00 p.m. Thurs., Fn., Sat 
delivers until 2:00 a.m. Open all 
day on weekends "Dogs to your 
door and much, much more.· 
{Berk, Berl<) JOEY'S 345-2466 
___ 315 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA • Informal 
rush. March 2 and 3 at 7:30. For 
Rides and Info: Phone 581-6743 
leave a message. 
,__ ______ ca212.4.26. 3/1 
Blood Drive today 1n basement of 
Lawson Hall. FREE Domino's 
pizza and register for chance at 
Dinner Theater or Umo ride with 
dinner Give Blood! 
-----~--·2126 
THE POPE WANTS YOU TO 
EAT AT JOEY'S! LENT SPECIAL 
ICELANDIC COD SERVED ON 
OUR FRESHLY BAKED BUNS 
$2.49 WE DELIVER THANKS 
JACKI 
3/5 2_B_R_·_3_B~R-A_P_T~S-.-3-B~R-H-O-USE 
FOR 4 OR 5 GIRLS ALL WITHIN 
1 BLOCK OF REC CENTER. 
NEW, FURN. om. A/C 345-5048 
3-Sp.m. 
________ .3/3 
JULIE REINSMA • You will 
always be a sweetheart to the 
Men of Sigma Pi. Can't wait to 
see you 1n Indy for Fomial 1993!! 
________ __,2126 
SIGMA Pl'S ANO DATES GET 
READY FOR A GREAT WEEK-
END IN INDYI 
---------'2126 
Cara Erck Happy 21st! We have 
to get together. Your life-long 
friend Suga! 
--..,...-----2126 
Bridget Solon - grab dancing 
shoes and dress and get ready 
for Dell formal - Mike 
~~~~~IN\@@&$ 
MANNN.' 
~ n. Dr\ ~'Ntt t 
l\ ~ T~ ~\UM \\IM 
IE - ~ - -
- - --.. 
r/J 
' 
I 
' 
I 
ALISON SMITH: Hope you had 
fun last night! I'm glad you're my 
kid! Tau love. Amy 
2126 C-O~M-E_R_o_u=T=E-O_N_Y_OUR 
SCHOOL'S BIKINI CHAMPION!! 
THE MISS BIKINI, EIU '93 CON-
TEST TUESDAY MARCH 2ND 
AT THIRSTY'S. DOORS OPEN 
AT8PM. 
....,.------~,.-,-......,.312 
Lisa - Happy 22nd Birthday! It'll 
be great! Love - Danielle 
________ 2126 
Tony Halsey First Dinner and now 
Flowers! Is Rex Ready for 
Dessert? Love your ASrs Rose 
and Stacy 
2126 
Miss BIKINI EIU '93 Tuesday 
March 2nd at THIRSTY'S. $750 
In CASH and PRIZES. 1st 
PLACE - $400. can 348·5104 to 
enter. ALL Contestants PAID 
$1MiR!I 
--------~·312 
Happy 19th Birthday. Jeni GET 
PSYCHED For A WILD & CRAZY 
WEEKEND! WE'LL TAKE GOOD 
CARE OF YOUI WE LOVE YAI 
MaryJo. KirslJ. Laura, and Alicia 
________ .2126 
WIN $400 RIGHT BEFORE 
SPRING BREAK! ENTER THE 
MISS BIKINI EIU CONTEST! ALL 
CONTESTANTS PAID $10/HR. 
NOBODY LOSES! CALL 348· 
5104. 
--------~312 Jessica, Happy 19th Birthday! 
Have fun. Don't party too hard1 
Love ya. Kari P.S. S.O.C.K.S.I 
__ __,2126 
Congratulations Kizzy, LAMBDA 
CHI ALPHA brother of the week. 
-----~~-·2126 
Hey PHI DELTS· Get PSYCHED 
for and AWESOME function! 
can't wart to see all of you in cos· 
tumel The Beta Chis 
- __ 2126 
KATOA POTATOR - Are you 
using the brators on gators and 
terminators In the vator? Love 
Norm and the Loda Ladies 
2126 A_M_Y_R_A_G_U_S_A_:_H_A~P~PY_2.0TH 
BIRTHDAY KIDDOI I HOPE 
YOUR BIRTHDAY IS MORE 
MEMORABLE THAN MINE. HAI 
LOVE, ALESHA 
---~---.,.---'2126 
To Sherr ie, Julie, Christine, 
Theresa and everyone else -
Thanks for being there for me 
and putting up with me. Love, 7 
2126 
T:-0.,.....,-TH_E __ M...,.E_N...,O,..,F,...S""l""'G.,..,M..,..A-='PI: IT 
WAS AN HONOR REPRESENT-
ING YOU AS YOUR SWEET-
HEART THANKS FOR All THE 
GREAT MEMORIES YOU'VE 
GIVEN ME. I CAN'T WAIT TO 
PARTY WITH YOU GUYS IN 
INOYI PROMISE I'll CUT MY 
SPEECH SHORTI LOVE 
ALWAYS, DUTCH. 
_______ ___,2126 
Good luck to MIKE WALKER of 
Kappa Delta Rho for Greek Peer 
Advisor. Your brothers are behind 
you I 
by Bill Watterson 
GOS". 11'5 
t».R~ \t-t ~£Rt . 
~E~'S '™~T 
\)P,~ \\~l't.\)\.£ ? 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
I 
o!~; Eastern News 
Subscription Form 
Name: 
Address: 
-------------~-
City: ____ St ate: _ Zip: __ 
Phone: 
----- -----
0 ate: ___ New: __ Renew: 
LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION: 
Summer _Fall _ Spring_ Full Year __ 
$16 $32 $32 $60 
Amount Paid $ _ Cash _ Check _ 
Make checks payable to: 
Student Publications 
127 Buzzard Building 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston, IL 61920 
CHANGE OF. ADDRESS: • 
Name: 
Address: _ ________ _ 
City: ____ State:_ Zip: _ _ 
Phone: 
------ ----
IMPROVE 9ouR% 
CASH STOCK. 
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
"The 1 for $1 ls available to any non-commercial indivldual Who wishes to 
seU an items or items (max. of 3 items). All hems must be priCed 
Name=--------------~--
Address: Phone: 
-------- -----~-
Oates to run -----------
Message: (one word per line) 
Under ClassificabOn of. ____ Peraon eccepCing ed ---
Expiration code (office use only) Compoeltor __ _ 
No. words/days Amount due:$ ___ _ 
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CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION 
The Constitution Examination 
will be given on Thursday, March 
11. This examination applies only 
to students seeking to graduate 
under a catalog !2ds1J: to 1992-93. 
Register in person from 11 am to 3 
pm Monday through Friday at the 
booth in the Union Bookstore 
Lounge. II the booth ls closed dur-
ing those hours, go to Testing 
Services, 202 Student Services 
Building. Bring a photo ID (driver's 
license preferred) and $2 for the 
fee. The registration period for this 
exam is February 5 • March 4. 
You may retake this exam as 
many times as necessary to pass, 
but on scheduled dates only. 
David K. Dodd, Director 
Testing Services 
HEALTH STUDIES 
COMPETENCY EXAMINATION 
The Health Studies 
Competency Examination will be 
sjven on Thursday, April 15. This 
examination applies only to stu-
dents seeking to graduate under a 
catalog !2ds1J: to 1992·93. Register 
in person from 11 am to 3 pm 
Monday through Friday at the 
booth in the Union Bookstore 
Lounge. If the booth is closed dur· 
Ing those hours, go to Testing 
Services, 202 Student Services 
Building. Bring a photo ID (driver's 
license preferred) and $2 for the 
fee. The registration period for this 
exam is January 13 ·April 8. 
You may take the Health 
Studies Competency Examination 
only once. 
David K. Dodd, Director 
Testing Services 
FAll/SUMMER REGISTRATION 
Students assigned to the 
Academic Assistance Center 
should make an appointment as 
soon as possible to register for the 
Fall and/or Summer terms. The 
appointment must be made in per-
son. PHONE CALLS FOR 
APPOINTMENT DATES WILL 
NOT BE ACCEPTED . 
Registration dates will be pub· 
lished in the Summer and Fall 
Bulletin of Classes. 
Students assigned to the Center 
are all freshmen, pre-business 
majors and students who have not 
declared or met requirements to 
their selected majors. The 
Assistance Center is located in 
room #100 Blair Hall. The office 
hours are 8 a.m. • 4:30 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. 
C. B. campbeli, Director 
Academic Assistance 
SUMMER/FALL REGISTRATION 
Registration for Summer and 
Fall will begin March 8. You must 
pay the advance deposit and (if 
undergraduate) be advised before 
you may phone in your registration 
on a touch-tone telephone. Read 
the schedule bulletin for complete 
information. The schedule bul-
letins are available in the 
Registration Office after they 
appear in The Daily Eastern 
~. 
Michael D. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
OGLESBY SCHOLARSHIP 
Applications are now available 
for the J. W. and Marilyn Oglesby 
Scholarship for business majors 
who meet the following criteria: 
1. A full-time student with junior 
standing (60-89 hrs). 
2. Admitted to the Lumpkin 
College of Business 
3. Carry a minimum GPA of 
3.50 
Applications are available tn 
LH112. Deadline to apply is March 
19, 1993. 
Kathy Bennett, Ass't to Dean 
Lumpkin College of Business 
HANKS SCHOLARSHIP 
The Jim and Bess Townsend 
Hanks Scholarship applications 
are now available in Lumpkin Hall 
112 for students majoring in 
Accountancy or Finance. 
Preference will be given to stu-
dents considering a career in 
insurance. Application deadline is 
March 19, 1993. 
Kathy Bennett, Ass't to Dean 
Lumpkin College of Business 
ALEXANDER BRIGGS AWARD 
Applications are now being 
accepted for the Alexander Briggs 
Memorial Award. To be eligible, a 
student must be a business major 
who has completed at least one 
year of college wort< with not less 
than a 'B' average. Selection is 
based on outstanding personal 
character and interest in the field 
of business and business educa-
tion. Deadline to apply is March 
19, 1993. Applications are avail-
able in Lumpkin Hall 112. 
Kathy Bennett, Ass't to Dean 
Lumpkin College of Business 
STUDENT TEACHING 
ASSIGNMENTS 
FALL 1993 & SPRING 1994 
Materials to request a student 
teaching assignment for Fall 1993 
AND Spring 1994 are available 
and may be picked up through 
February 26, 1993. 
All Elementary, Jr. High and 
Special Education majors who 
wish to request an assignment 
should pick up materials in the 
Student Teaching Department 
Office, Room 210, Buzzard 
Education Building between 9 
a.m. - noon and 1 p.m. • 3 p.m. 
All Secondary majors who wish 
to request an assignment must 
contact the coordinator in their 
academic area. 
Placement in the Chicago Area 
are limited and will be made only 
in Elementary and Jr. High 
schools in selected districts. 
YOU MUST BE ADMITIED TO 
TEACHER EDUCATION BEFORE 
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE TO STU· 
DENT TEACH. PLACEMENTS 
WILL NOT BE CONFIRMED 
BEFORE ELIGIBILITY FOR STU· 
DENT TEACHING IS DETER-
MINED. 
Francis Summers, Director 
Student Teaching 
CDS ADVISEMENT & 
INFORMATION 
The Department of 
Communication Disorders & 
Sciences will hold a Career 
Information and Group 
Advisement Session on Thursday, 
March 11, 1993, in Room 201/202 
of the Clinical Services Building. 
Freshmen and sophomore CDS 
majors and students interested in 
a CDS major should attend the 
5:30 p.m. group meeting. Junior 
and senior majors should attend 
the 6:30 p.m. group meeting. 
Individual advisement sessions 
will follow each meeting. Students 
interested in CDS may call 581· 
2712 lor more information. 
Robert M. Augustine 
CDS Department Chair 
IMPORTANT SEMINARS 
March 2, What Can the 
Placement Center Do for Me? 
Charteston/Mattoon Rooms, 4:30 
EW11f!0!£1 
WRmNG COMPETENCY 
EXAMINATION 
To satisfy graduation require-
ments for the Bachelor's 
degree at Eastern Illinois 
University, you must pass the 
Writing Competency 
Examination. (See undergradu-
ate catalog). Register to take 
this examination alter you have 
completed sixty semester 
hours (Junior standing) and 
have completed the all-univer-
sity English requirement (typi· 
cally English 1001 and 1002, or 
the equivalent). Register in per-
son from 11 :00 to 3:00 Monday 
through Friday at the booth in 
the Union Bookstore Lounge. If 
the booth Is closed during 
those hours, go to Testing 
Services, 202 Student Services 
Building. Bring a photo ID 
(driver's license preferred) and 
$10forthe fee. The last of two 
examinations this semester will 
be given on Saturday, April 10. 
Registration begins Feb. 
22.The last date to request a 
refund is March 26. 
SEATING IS LIMITED. 
REGISTER AS EARLY AS 
POSSIBLE TO ASSURE A 
~ 
David K. Dodd, Director 
Testing Services 
p.m. • 5:20 pm. 
March 4, Federal Employment 
The Application Process. 
Charteston/Mattoon Rooms, 9:30 
a.m. • 10:20 am. 
Careers Job Fair. Universi!Y 
MO-St. Louis, 9:00 a.m. • 
p.m. 
March 10, Writing Winning 
Resumes. Charleston/Mattoon 
Rooms, 9:00 a.m. • 9:50 a.m. 
March 13, Illinois Collegiate 
Fair. College of DuPage, 9:00 
-3:00p.m. 
March 12, St. Louis Gateway to 
Subscription Form 
Name: _________________ . 
Address:--------------
City: ______ State: __ Zip: __ ~ 
Phone: _________ _ 
Date: _____ New: ____ Renew:_ 
LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION: 
Summer __ Fall __ Spring __ Full Year 
$16 $32 $32 $60 
Amount Paid $ ____ Cash __ Check 
Make checks payable to: 
Student Publications 
127 Buzzard Building 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston, IL 61920 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: 
Name: _______________ _ 
Address: ______________ _ 
City: ______ State: __ Zip: _ __ _ 
Phone: ________ _ 
Want to get involved with 
a campus organization? LARGE 1 TOPPING 
Join the staff at the 
Daily Eastern News! 
The following positions are open: 
call Cassie Simpson at 
581-2812 
for an application. 
$ 5~TEJ 
348-1626 
Limited 
Time 
Offer!! 
Additional Toppings . 95 
2 toppings 6.90 3 Toppings 7.85 
ALL NEW RELEASES 
$3.00 PER DAY 
ALL OTHER 
TITLES 
$2.00 PER WEEK 
(&DAYS) 
HOURS: 10 A.M.TO MIDNIGHT 
SUN.10 A.M. TO 9 P.M. 
COMING 
MARCH10 
RENT 1GET1 FREE WEEKLY {$2.00 TITLES) 
COMING 
MARCH17 
Flrday, February 26, 1993 I IA 
now may shorten women's indoor season 
Eastern women's indoor track team 
be finishing off its season this week-
with the Indiana TAC meet held at 
University if the weather holds. 
it's an individual meet (as opposed to a 
team scored meet), amateur runners from 
over 20 schools will be there to qualify for 
larger meets." 
Because of the snowfall. the team may not 
be able to make the drive to Bloomington. 
"I hope we go, but we won't know until 
three hours before take-off time," Craft 
said. "At this point, all the traveling vehi-
cles are grounded." 
hurdler Donna Levy, and distance runners 
TiJaye Rhudy and Brooke Robcns. 
"Considering all the injuries, we've 
seemed to maintain our composure and 
team spirit," Craft said. The team's main goals are to improve 
their past times and distances. Craft said. "Now that everyone is conditioned and 
back into the swing of things. I am really 
looking forward to the outdoor season." last meet will be one of our biggest 
," head coach John Craft said. "Since 
Having a few members injured is the 
least of their problems at this point. 
Some of the strongest perfonners at the 
meet should be long jumper Kala Scott, 
um ankle and all, 
ordan carries Bulls 
RLANDO, Fla. (AP) - A 
ankle didn't stop Mich-
Jordan, and neither did the 
oMagic. 
NBA's scoring leader fin-
d a 36-point performance 
three free throws in the final 
Thursday night as the 
o Bulls held off the Magic 
106 after blowing a 24-point 
d-half lead. 
rdan made 13 of 29 shots 
'te a sore ankle and came to 
rescue after Scottie Pippen 
ejected for scuffling with 
do's Jeff Turner with 3:49 to 
didn't really wane to sit out 
se we've been playing well 
we've got a great rhythm 
g." Jordan said. "I hate to sit 
whenever I feel like I can 
injury-riddled Bulls won their 
fourth straight game and ninth in 
I I. He and Jordan were the only 
players to score for Chicago in 
the final quarter until Trent 
Tucker made a pair of free throws 
for a 108-104 advantage with 
19.4 seconds left. 
Shaquille O'Neal led Orlando 
with 30 points and 19 rebounds. 
Nick Anderson had 23 points 
and Scott Skiles 18 points and 11 
assists. 
Chicago was without injured 
starters John Paxson and Bill 
Cartwright. Jordan was question-
able to play after spraining his 
ankle against Milwaukee on 
Tuesday night. 
"We don't have two of our 
starters. and without Scottie 
Pippen we dido 't have three of 
them," said Bulls coach Phil 
Jackson. 
linois holds off Purdue 
r double overtime win 
HAMPAIGN (AP) - Junior 
Rennie Clemons scored 21 
Is, including two key free 
s in the final seconds to lead 
is to a 78-70 double ovcr-
win over I 7th-ranked 
e. 
rdue appeared to have the 
won in the first overtime 
n Ian Stanback hit a layup 
four seconds left to put the 
akers up 63-61. 
ut Illinois called a timeout 
on the inbound threw the ball 
alfcourt, calling a second 
ut with two seconds remain-
en play resumed, Illinois' 
Kaufmann drove to the bas-
drawing a foul and just miss-
bis attempted layup. 
ufmann then hit two three 
throws "ith 4 seconds left to tie 
the game at 63 and send it into the 
second ovenime. 
Kaufmann scored 20 points. 
including 18 in the second half. 
and Deon Thomas added 15 for 
Ulinois. 17-8 and 10-3. 
Purdue, 15-7 and 6-7. was led 
by Cuonzo Martin and Ian 
Stanback, who scored 18 each. 
and Glen Robinson. with 17. 
The contest was close all the 
way, with neither team ever able 
to take more than a five-point 
lead. 
The Boilennakers' Matt Painter 
hit a three-point shot with 15 sec-
onds left to tie the game at 53. 
Then it was Illinois's tum for a 
timeout and a play in which 
Kaufmann took the ball on the 
inbound and tried to draw a foul. 
Valparaiso 
• From page 12A 
grabbing 11 rebounds. She ended 
the contest with a game-high 27 
points and 16 rebounds. 
Hilke credited the Lady 
Panthers' first-half success to 
their abi lity to get back on 
defense quickly. However, fatigue 
caught up with them in the second 
half and Valpo was better able to 
execute its run-and-gun offense. 
The Lady Crusaders jumped 
right out of the blocks in the sec-
ond half, opening it up with a 9-0 
run. Valpo extended its lead to as 
much as 17 poinls with seven 
minutes left in the game when 
Eastern mounted a minor come-
back. The Lady Panthers cut to an 
eight-point lead. but that was as 
close as they got. 
Eastern was led by senior co-
captai n Sherie I Brown's 20 
points. Senior co-captain Karen 
McCaa and fres hman Sharon 
Panthers 
" From page 12A 
when Valparaiso comes to Lantz for 
a 7:35 p.m. game. 
A six-minute stretch, in which 
Eastern heated up and the Phoeni:it 
cooled off. midway through the 
second half decided the game. 
Green Bay missed eight shots and 
turned the ball over twice during 
the period, while Eastern reeled off 
13 consecutive points. 
That run helped push a five-point 
Panther lead with 12:35 remaining 
into an 18-point advantage with a 
little over six minutes left in the 
game. 
"They really took it to us in the 
second half," said Green Bay coach 
Dick Bennett. whose team fell to 8-
6 in the Mid-Con and 12-11 overall. 
"(Eastem's) intensity level went up 
(in the second half) and ours 
didn't." 
Samuels said. "I told the team at 
Pozin added 11 points each. 
Sophomore guard Nicky Polka 
had nine points and nine assists 
while freshman Kenya Green had 
nine points and a team-high 10 
rebounds. 
"They're kind of looking 
around and saying 'yeah we 
played well didn't we,'" Hilke 
said. "It's kind of like a butterfly 
emerging right now. They are a 
much more polished team to 
watch. We're not just a rag tag 
group out there." 
Eastern will be back in action 
on Sunday when it travels to 
Chicago to tangle with the Flames 
of Illinois-Chicago. Eastern beat 
UIC in the teams' first meeting of 
the year. 
"Illinois-Chicago is playing 
extremely well right now. It's a 
different team than what we saw," 
Hilke said of UIC which beat 
nationally ranked Northern 
Illinois recently. 
halftime that we had to loosen up 
and have fun offensively. We did 
loosen up. got some transition bas-
kets, got running and I think that 
Valparaiso 89, EASTERN 78 
Pan!Mn FG JPT PT Reb A TP 
Green 3-9 6-0 3-4 I 0 5 9 
PoZJn S· ll ().() l· I S 0 II 
Brown 9· 16 ().() 2-4 8 2 20 
Polka 3- 14 1·3 2-3 2 9 9 
McCaa 4-12 3-10 6-0 8 4 JI 
Stancil l·I ().() ().() 0 0 2 
White ()..() ().() 0-0 1 I 0 
Wilkin.on 0-3 ().() ().() 0 0 0 
Crowell 3-9 ()..() 0-1 6 0 6 
Beck 3.5 ().() 2·3 9 0 8 
Tocm 31..SO 4-13 12· 18 S4 22 78 
Valparaiso 
Galuppi ().() 6-0 6-0 0 0 0 
H.Dfenthler 0-7 ()..6 0-0 4 2 0 
Schmoyer S· l l 1-3 1-3 4 1 12 
LDfcnthler 0-5 0-2 6-0 I 3 0 
Schultz 1-3 6-0 ().() 3 2 2 
Toelke 6-13 0-1 2·3 s 2 14 
Bolen S- 17 ()...4 3-6 9 JI 13 
Wilbnuldt 11·22 ~ 1·2 16 I 27 
For.man 10- 1.S 6-0 1-2 10 I 21 
TOl4is 3g.93 5-22 8· 16 58 23 89 
Fouled out: Valpo: Schmoyer, Toelke; Eastern: 
none. Tumover<. \'alpo 14. Eutcrn 19. 
Valpan1tso 
EASTERN 
1 
37 
38 
2 
52 
40 
F 
89 
78 
team-high seven rebounds. "That 
and we didn't let them get any sec-
ond shob." 
that helped us." E \STFR'< 60, c;r..,n Ua) 53 
..P llM: LG-3ET- F:f-ltdl.-A--1J' Junior ~cn1er Darrell. Young got- u: •. u.Zz 1 6 o-o '2·~ ll "'lt 1 
the run gomg by slamming home a Landrus 4 s 3-S 7.g 7 1 111 
miss that brought the Lantz crowd Jordan 2-7 0-1 s s 4 2 9 
Young 1·2 6-0 1·2 I I 3 
to its feet. The Panthers then used Rodriguez c..11 6-0 4-4 s o 16 
their transition game for a few more Nachoh 0-1 0-0 6-0 2 o o 
easy baskets. while the Phoenix ~il~icr ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~? 
didn't get off more than one shot at TocaJs 1941 '.\-6 19.30 34 12 60 
its end of the floor. 
The first half was a different 
story as Green Bay shot over SO 
percent for the half and held a 27-
23 lead at the break. So what hap-
pened in the second half to the 
Phoenix? 
·'It was panicularly them missing 
their shots and partially us getting 
through their screens better than we 
GrttnBay 
Decker 
Jackson 
Gnnk 
Rondon 
Thomns 
VndrVldn 
Nordgurd 
BcrlowiJu 
LudVl&500 
LcDuc: 
l.avada 
TotDI~ 
l · l 1-1 
6-2 6-0 
1-3 0-1 
7-11 2-4 
'·8 1-2 
0-6 0-1 
0-3 ().() 
3.7 0-4 
5-9 6-0 
l · I 6-0 
1-3 6-0 
22·S4 4-13 
did in the first half," said sopho- 1 
more guard Derrick Landrus. who Green Bay 27 
EASTERN 23 had a game-high 18 points and a 
0-0 0 
6-0 1 
0-0 I 
l·I 4 
0-0 I 
O·O I ().() s 
().() 7 
2-2 3 
1·2 I 
0-0 0 
4-5 27 
2 
25 
37 
F 
52 
60 
0 
I 
4 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
I 
0 
I 
8 
' 0
2 
17 
7 
0 
0 
6 
12 
3 
2 
52 
'De{ta Zeta 
Delta Zeta would like to congratulate its 
members for academic achievement for 
Fall Semester 1992. 
Keep up the great work! 
3.5-3.99 
Robyn Chrlstopherson 
Toni Griffith 
Kathy Sack 
Amy Tyrer 
Deann Grossi 
Suzanne Hennessey 
Jen Marshall 
Jill Adamson 
Kim Camp 
Jennifer Lang 
Amy Ragusa 
Bobble Young 
Theresa Newkirk 
Lori Olson 
Laura Bonner 
Amy Bower 
Kristi Bruce 
Betsy Butter 
Cindy Carter 
Sheri Compton 
Stephanie Crase 
Alison Cromwell 
Lisa Agurell 
Dana Franzen 
3.0-3.49 
Rachel Gudeman 
Joanne Guennewlg 
Christine Hummel 
Jen James 
Dena Jones 
Teresa Lomonaco 
Kristin Long 
Lynn McMillion 
Michelle Miller 
Tracie Mulholland 
Julie Murphy 
Cara Olsick 
Tricia Pelszynski 
Jen Potter 
Jen Rank 
Terese Ringsrud 
Beth Schuneman 
Rachel Toney 
Michelle Vitale 
Tamara Walker 
Eastern blizzard stuns Phoeni 
KEITH FARROLLJb"tatt phOtograpner 
Junior Curtis Leib stares at the officials in disbelief after being called for a blocking foul. Leib had JO points as the Panthers won their third 
game in a row, 60-52, over Wisconsin-Green Bay Thursday at Lantz Gym. 
Lady Panthers improve, 
but lose to Valparaiso 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Associate sports editor 
If you needed proof that the young women's bas-
ketball team is improving, Thursday's 89-78 loss co 
Valparaiso was a prime example. 
It was just over a month ago when the run-and-gun 
Lady Crusaders blew by the Lady Panthers 112-65. 
Thursday's game was an entirely different story. 
"For the loss, as much as it hurts, I was pleased 
with our style and our poise," Eastern coach Barbara 
Hilke said. "There's a large measure of improvement 
on this squad and I think people are starting to get 
nervous about playing us now." 
Wolter added: "They (the Lady Panthers) played 
mucb bener this time around than they did last time. 
Last time we preny much had our way with them. 
"Some games some teams crack early; sometimes 
they crack later. They all crack; it's just a matter of 
when. Eastern hung in there a long time." 
Eastern actually led at halftime, 38-37, but the 
Lady Crusaders opened it up in the second half 
outscoring the Lady Panthers 52-40. Valpo shot only 
28 percent in the first 20 minutes but blistered the nets 
in the second half, shooting 63 percent. 
"It (the first halO was as poorly as we've played 
and as close to nothing going right as we've seen," 
Wolter said. 
Panther 
win thir 
straight 
By DON O'BRIEN 
Staff writer 
Following Monday's win 
Wright State, Eastern center 
Leib hoped that the win 
snowball into more victories 
the team heading into the 
Continent Conference To 
ament 
Thursday, Leib and the 
packed some of the six-plus· 
of snow that fell on the Ch 
area and rolled it into another 
tory - a 60-52 Mid-Con win 
Wisconsin-Green Bay at 
Gym, the Panthers third in a ro 
"For the first part of the 
we dido 't have much snow 
work with, but with all the 
outside now we finally have 
thing to work with," Eastern 
Rick Samuels said. "It's st' 
small snowball right now 
We play good when it snows. 
beat Youngstown State in the 
and now we have beaten G 
Bay in the snow . 
.. Maybe we should pray 
snow at the post-season to 
ment," he said. 
The Panthers, who are now 
in the Mid-Con and 9-15 ov 
return to conference play S 
" Continued on page JJA 
Valparaiso coach Dave Wolter noticed the differ-
ence as well. 
"He (Wolter) shook my hand after the game and 
said 'geez, you guys have improved,"' Hilke said. 
The Lady Crusaders• Cheryl Wilbrandt recorded a 
double-double in the first half scoring 16 points and 
• Continued on page I 1 A 
KEITH FARROLL/Staff photog 
A pair of Valparaiso defenders surround Tammy Wilkinson Thu 
during the Lady Panthers' 89-78 loss at Lantz Gym. 
TAC championships to end men's track seaso 
By BRIAN HARRIS 
Staff editor 
The men 's track team will be participat-
ing in its last regular season competition on 
Friday at the TAC championships hosted 
by Indiana. 
For the next two weekends, most schools 
around the country will be taking part in 
their conference meets. So those competing 
at TAC will be the leagueless independents 
like Eastern, as the Mid-Continent confer-
ence no longer sponsors a championship 
track meet. 
Despite the fact that only independent 
schools are entered, assistant coach John 
Mcinerney foresees no absence of quality 
competition. 
"There should be some real good com-
petition, we're hoping for it," said 
Mcinerney. "A lot of conference meets are 
going on this weekend, and the Big Ten 
meet is coming up next week. We're 
expecting between l 0-15 teams to be there 
Friday, we'll just see what happens." 
Only one Panther, thrower Brent Miller 
in the 35-pound weight, has automatically 
qualified for the NCAA meet in March. 
However, sprinter Obadiah Cooper has 
provisionally qualified in both the 55 and 
200-meter dashes. If not enough people 
make automatic qualifying time over the 
next two weeks, then the top provisional 
qualifiers are chosen until the set number 
of openings are filled. That number is usu-
ally between 14-16 in each event. 
Cooper's best time in the 55 (6.23) is 
only .05 off automatic qualifying. He is 
currently among the top 16 nationally, but 
Mclnerney knows that there is no 
tee of Cooper qualifying, even thou 
chances look good. 
"Anything can happen in the last 
weeks before nationals, especially in 
sprints," Mcinerney said. 
Other top individuals among 
28 entrants Friday include Jim SI 
the 55-meter hurdles, Scott Touc 
the mile and 3,000-meter, Chris Fo 
Neal Garrison and Vm.ram WadeBey · 
400-meter, and Kenric Bond in the 
meter. 
/ ~ 
Arson Garden (left to right): Michael Mann, James Combs, April Combs, Cf ark Starr and Joby Barnett 
Photo by Daniel Corrigan 
By RANDY USS 
In a time span of four days in 
the middle of February, Arson 
Garden could be found - and 
lost again - in Washington D.C., 
Richmond, VA, Raleigh N.C., 
and Pensacola, A... 
Four states in four days? Pro-
fessional basketball teams don't 
even have schedules that hectic. 
Tours Uke this one are a priority, 
though, when you're labeled 
one of the best lndie bands in 
America and you're supporting 
a new EP called Drink A Drink 
Of You. 
Arson Garden will be playing 
at 9:30 p.m. Friday at Friends & 
Co. -The Dungeon. 
"We're wondering what in 
the hell is going on," said April 
Combs, lead singer of Arson 
Garden, on her band's lack of 
notoriety. "Why hasn't some-
thing bigger happened to us? 
"It's kind of making us a little 
crazy. I feel we have everything 
we need to do a lot better than 
we're doing. 1 think part of it 
may have to do with being 
buried in the Midwest, and 
there's no automatic scene for 
you living in small town lndi· 
ana." 
That small town would be 
Bloomington - home of the 
campus of Indiana University -
where the band members origi-
nally met. Arson Garden con· 
sists of Combs, her guitarist 
brother James, the original mas-
termind of the band, bassist 
Clark Starr, drummer Joby Bar-
nett and guitarist Michael Mann. 
Barnett, who is the only 
member of Arson Garden not to 
attend IU, met James Combs at 
a party in 1986 where someone 
looking for new bands got the 
two to play together. 
The pair Uked what they 
heard, and the core of Arson 
Garden was formed. 
Starr was soon asked to play 
bass with them, and Combs 
asked his sister to sing because 
"he wanted someone who could 
just sing, not play guitar or any-
thing, and I fit the bill," April 
Combs said. Mann then joined 
the band about a year-and-a-half 
later. 
The quintet released an inde-
pendent cassette and played the 
local scene for about two years, 
as well as hitting cities such as 
Louisville and Chicago. 
By 1989, they had been 
signed by Community 3' s Albert 
Garzon, who had worked with 
the early version of 10,000 
Maniacs and who had a good 
reputation for finding good, 
young bands. 
ln 1990, the band released 
Under Towers, their first and 
only album with Community 3. 
Tightly wound up in three-
minute bursts of sound, their 11 
tracks were often dark short sto-
ries, with lyrics leaning in the 
"art-school" direction. 
"We're pretty complex," said 
Combs, who described Arson 
Garden as an alternative band. 
"I don't think we're something 
that you can put on and instant-
ly understand every single part 
of a song." 
Under Towers led to the 
band's tour of Europe, which, 
according to Combs, "was really 
great, just on the level of exoti-
cism. Every night there was a 
good croVJd at our shows." 
This quickly caught the eye of 
British DJ John Peel who invit-
ed the band on his legendary 
live-in-studio "Peel Sessions." 
Arson Garden then felt ready 
to get to work on a second 
album, but Community 3 could 
not help them. 
"Basically, they just ran out of 
money," Combs said. "So we 
went label-hunting." 
As it turned out, though, they 
were found by Vertebrae 
Records which was headed by 
Frosty Horton. 
"I love this story," Combs 
said with a laugh. "He usually 
listens to other bands' tapes for 
three months, but he heard ours 
in only one night. 
"I said 'Oh, Frosty, tell me 
that story again, how you 
searched for three months and 
finally found us!"' 
The contract with Vertebrae 
allowed Arson Garden to release 
their second album, Wisteria, 
just last year, although the mate-
rial was done almost two years 
before. 
Combs said the band is look-
ing forward to having some time 
to produce their next album. 
Community 3 could only afford 
to have them in the studio to 
produce the entire album for five 
days, while Wisteria was done 
in only ten. 
"Under Towers had a lot of 
really nice, weird songs on it 
that didn't maybe get recorded 
as well as they should have been 
recorded - just by the problem 
of time," said Combs. "I think 
we became a better band by the 
time Wisteria came out." 
Arson Garden's biggest 
opportunity for mass exposure 
came last summer when they 
played at the Lollapaloo?.a show 
in Cincinnati. 
"We were on the stage with 
the sideshow," said Combs, 
"and it was just weird to be with 
that crowd - talking to the guy 
who eats fire and chatting with 
the guy with a pierced penis. It 
was kind of fun to be in that wild 
element." 
As for the notoriety, the band 
is waiting for something - any-
thing - that will get their name 
out. 
"Having done this for six 
years, I feel really confident 
about us as a creative force," 
Combs said. ''I'm not saying that 
I think I'm the coolest person on 
the planet, but I feel that our 
band is a really good band. 
We've been getting a lot of pub-
licity lately, but I don't know." 
Arson Garden is scheduled to 
make a video in July, with that 
third album coming out probably 
in late August. Combs said she 
expects the third edition to be 
different than the previous two, 
which are dominated by short, 
concise three and four-minute 
tracks. 
"For one thing, we're going 
to have a lot more time to work 
on the songs," she said. "We're 
also going to do some things 
with song length, like some six 
or seven minute songs. 
"Another thing we want to 
develop is making a cohesive set 
of music that all goes together 
instead of just writing individual 
songs. We're working on con-
cise songwriting and we're 
working harder on editing our 
songs. 
"I think we're a better band 
now since we made Wisteria 
because we made that two years 
ago, and we've been touring 
pretty much since we made that. 
I feel we're much stronger since 
we made Wisteria." 
The Dungeon will be Arson 
Garden's last stop on their Feb-
ruary tour, which has gone 
everywhere from Boston, MA to 
our nation's capital. Speaking of 
notoriety, have you, Ms. 
Combs, ever heard of 
Charleston? 
"No," she said rather matter-
of-factly. "What school is 
there?" 
Apparently Arson Garden 
i.sn 't the only one having a prob-
lem getting their name cU.. 
Grumpy Duck 
By Paul Wiemerslage 
~ NIW4Tj ._.." ~ IOI!. 
r-.,. ,.., '~··· 
One in the Oven 
By Dylan Ethan CoJJins 
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Cassie Simpson, manag. editor 
J .A. Winders, Chris Sundheim and Rich Bird, editing help 
Randy Liss, Rich Bird, Beth Raichle, Sheryl Larson and Evette Pearson, 
writers 
Paul Wiemerslage and Dylan Ethan Collins, art 
Special thanks to those who stayed late and pitched in to help 
(again), and thanks to Barb Scoby for taking notes. 
U-STORE WAREHOUSE 
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS 
"You Carry The Key" 
Behind Rex & Dons Warehouse 
S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920 
Phone 345-3334 
s1 so ALL 
• SEATS 
WILL ROGERS 
T H E A T R E 
Downtown Charleston • 345·9222 
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ALIVE 
The triumph 
of the 
human spirit. 
Based on a n 
true story f 
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Royal Heights Apartments 
1509 S. Second 
• Large 3-Bedrooms 
• Great Location 
(Behind Old White I !en) 
• Central A/C 
• 1-1/2 Baths 
Garage Parking Available 
WE ARE LEASING UP FAST SO CAll TODAYl 
348-5312 OR 1-356-8888 
Ill. Real Estate Broker 
THIRSTY'S 
FRIDAY BEER WAR 
DRAFTS ------------------------25¢ 
PITCHERS------------------52.00 
LONGNECKS--------------51.00 
SATURDAY· DANCE NIGHT 
DRAFTS ------------------------25¢ 
PITCHERS--------------------s2.00 
AMARETTO SOUR 
BLUE TAIL FLY --------------75¢ 
Cover Only ---------:------s1.00 
until 10:00 
~<'~Blood Drive -~~ 0 ~ *Grandballroom ~ Mon. 1-7 pm 
Tues. 11-5 pm 
Wed. 11-5 pm 
*Basement of Lawson Hall 
Thurs. 2-8 pm 
Fri. 11-3 pm 
Sponsored by: 
• E.C.l.L.A. • American Red Cross 
• Chancellor Inn • Fat Albert's 
\/ Studio 1,2,3 bedroom 
\/Completely furnished 
\/ 5 minute walk to campus 
\/ 24 Hour maintenance 
\/Central Air Conditioning 
\/Laundry Facilities 
\/Free Off Street Parking 
\/Reasonable Utilities 
\/Pool & Sundcck 
LINCOLNWOOD 
PINETREE APTS 
(Across from Cannan Hall) 
Call Now!!! 345-6000 
..& 
No frills rock 'n' roll 
Tonight: 
7 5f/. 12 oz. Drafts 
• t. 25 Amaretto Stone 
Sours 
• t. 75 Sex on the Beach 
No shirtless lead singers. no skin-tight leather pants and no power ballads - just some good old-fashioned, no frills rock 'n' roll. 
This is what attendees of Sunday's Black CrOIAleS concert 
at the University of filinois' Assembly Hall received- a "rem-
edy" for the current state of musical disarray by way of trib-
ute to an era that produced musicians who made simple, 
powerful music you could feel in your gut and actually played 
their OVJn instruments. 
Clad In bell{>ottoms, the Crowes took to the stage behind 
a draping of cargo net covered with flashing, multi-colored 
lights that were pulled aside like curtains. The Crowes 
brought the crom to its feet with the opening number "No 
Speak. No Slave" from the group's most recent album, The 
Southern Harmony and Musical Companion. 
After jamming through fOl.D' songs from this album. the 
CrOVJeS brought a stilled audience back to its feet. 
~We're going to play an old song now." said frontman 
Chris Robinson in his trademark scratchy voice. 'Tm getting 
so sentimental. I feel like Elizabeth Taylor - a very thin Eliza-
beth Taylor. Anyway," Robinson continued as the Assem-
bly Hall filled with screams, ··we're going to play a song by 
Mister Otis Redding." 
The opening chords of "Hard to Handle" ignited the 
audience to dancing in their seats for the rest of the show as 
blue. green. yellow and red lights and massive. mirrored 
disco balls on stage tlluminated the entire hall in a whirlpool 
of light. 
After an extended "jam" version of ~Thom in My Pride" 
that left little of the studio version intact, the relatively young 
crOIMI seemed a little disoriented. Recognizing the audi· 
ence's dismay, Robinson said, ··1 know that's sort of a long 
one - that sort of freaks people nowadays ... 
As the crowd screamed in disagreement. Robinson, with 
sarcastic glee, retaliated. "Oh no. not the nev.i Pepsi genera-
tion." To appease the fans, the group then kicked into the 
familiar "Twice as Hare!" from the Crowes' first album, 
Shake Your Moneymaker. 
While some of these young fans may have taken Robin-
son's irreverent sarcasm to heart, it is this attitude that 
makes him and the rest of the Black Crowes such a pres-
ence on stage- they don't care what people think about 
them, what they care about and seem to truly love, is their 
music. 
Shocking Advances for 1993 
+ New Components 
+ Comfortable Ride 
+ Easy Shifting 
+ Light Weight 
Save Now on All 1993 Models 
TREK * SPECIALIZED * GIANT 
Feb. 20 - 27, 1993 
CHAMPAIGN CYCLE CO. 
506 S. County Fair Dr., Ch. 352-7600 HOURS: 10 - 6, M-F 
10 - 5, Sat. 
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Brian Scott • Photo by Andy Loehr 
By ELIZABETH RAICHLE 
The unfortunate death of their brother cre-
ated a magical bond between Jim, Tim and 
Greg Hendrix. 
The St. Louis-based band Brian Scott will 
be performing live at Ted's Warehouse, 102 
N. 6th St, Friday night. 
Lead singer Jim Hendrix and brothers Tim 
and Greg named this hard rocking band after 
their brother Brian who died about 10 years 
ago in Mexico. 
"The three (brothers) were originally in dif-
ferent bands and Tim moved out to Texas," 
promotional manager of Brian Scott Jason 
Wavering said. 
"They got together when the brother Brian 
died and named it in memory of him." 
Brian Scott had been performing on the St. 
Louis circuit for 10 years - ·most notably on 
Laclede 's Landing which Waverling compared 
to Chicago's Rush Street. 
"They have about 20 to 25 original tunes 
and even have a demo tape that generated 
some interest from a record company, but no 
deal yet," Wavering said. 
"Their music is a cross between hard rock 
and alternative, kind of like Nirvana." 
In addition to the Hendrixes, keyboardist 
Rick Anderson and drummer John Kinney join 
the brothers in bashing out cover tunes such 
as "Hard to Handle" by the Black Crows, "In 
Bloom" by Nirvana, "Roadhouse Blues" from 
the Doors and the R.E.M. hit "Losing My Reli-
gion." 
"Everybody who sees them likes them and 
they generate a lot of interest from a lot of 
peopl~." Wavering said. "They have been 
playing on and off for the 10 years and they 
are really coming together now. 
"I think that right now they are going to 
break loose." 
Currently Brian Scott is popular in the bar 
circuit, playing about three to four times a 
week. The band has been playing frequently in 
St. Louis, but in April they will be going to . 
Louisiana where they have five dates in New .. 
Orleans. 
"This is their only passion. Jim goes crazy 
on stage, they have special effect, stage 
lights ... you can tell that this is what they want 
to do for the rest of their lives," Wavering 
said. 
Play focuses on racial stereotypes 
By SHERYL LARSON 
The student written and 
directed play "Learnin' the 
Hard Way," which depicts 
black college students and 
their struggle to learn about 
the various issues minorities 
face today, is being presented 
to help celebrate Black Histo-
ry Month. 
The play, which was co-
written and co-directed by 
Eastern students Gerald Mock 
and Terrence Trimuel and 
sponsored by the Taylor Hall 
Black History Month Planning 
Committee, opened Wednes-
day and will be performed 
again at 8 p.m. Friday in the 
Coleman Hall lecture hall. The 
play is free of charge. 
Last year, the committee 
organized a fifteen minute 
play which prompted Mock 
and Trimuel to begin planning 
this year's production. 
"We wanted to write a 
story that would center around 
college-age students and 
issues that blacks face," 
Trimuel said. 
"We came up with the story 
idea before Christmas break 
and wanted to make sure we 
split the work and responsibili-
ty equally," Mock said, adding 
that they decided to write and 
direct the play to "bring more 
awareness to students about 
the issues." 
Mock and Trimuel said they 
used their own personal expe-
riences and those of friends to 
help write the play which con-
centrates on racial stereotypes 
and black students' experi-
ences in dealing with these 
stereotypes. 
Though the play focuses on 
the serious subject of racial 
stereotyping, Trimuel said he 
hopes it will be "educational 
as well as entertaining." 
The play, which features 
volunteer students in the cast, 
has given both students an 
opportunity to gain more 
experience in the fields of 
writing and directing. 
WEDNESDAY MARCH 3, 1993 
UNION-GRAND BALLROOM 
7°0 pm AND 930 pm SHOWS 
$3°0 STUDENT w/l.D. 
$5°0 GENERAL PUBLIC 
TICKETS ON SALE UNION TICKET 
OFFICE 
MON - WED 11-3 pm 
FREE joRI FREE GLASSES LENSES 
Buy one pair of 
If you don't need 
two pairs, you get 
glasses at our 
Extra!! Single Vision CR-regular low price 39 lenses FREE, 
and ft a SPARE FREE with the purchase 
PAI .. FREE!! SCRATCll CO"-T of a new frame. 
l'i 
I .' 
CALL 345-5100 
From lhttoon 235-0300 
2 Bloch Easl of Old Main 
904 E. Lincoln, Charleston 
this weekend at 
Mother's. HONO KONO HOUSE W- i~ ;t~ 
• • 
Friday: $125 Bottles (MGD,MGD Light) 
$100 Kamikaze 
Free Sloppy Joe's Early/ 
Saturday: the best deals in town! 
0 $1
50 Pitchers 
$1 00 Bottles 
$1 00 Bar Drinks 
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c us ! 
Tues.-Sat. Lunch Buffet s4oo 
Daily Specials for s425 and s4so 
which include free egg roll. 
1505 18th St. Charleston 348-5941 
Tue.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.; Sun. 12-9 p.m. Closed Mon. 
High Quality, Low Price 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 
-..., CM't we~ set ilongr 
Black History Month 
and tried to give the audience 
a certain image about being a 
black woman. 
Rhonda King, the 1992 
Miss Black BU and co-coordi-
nator for this year's pageant, 
said that through her theme 
she Mwanted to show that the 
black woman is divine In every 
way." 
The categories have also 
Rev1ew ••• 
Recycled Zeppelin? 
P1b.ies ba\fe!~tcO. 
In the 1979 pagdn then 
sponsored as part of Black 
Awareness Week, the queen 
won an all-sports pass for the 
1978-79 school year Md was 
also able to get in o all black 
functions free She also won a 
trophy and a slate of prizes 
from local stores. 
But. in 1991, the contes-
tant won prizes ranging from 
a Panasonic stereo to an 
answering machine to a 13-
inch color television and a 
14kt gold bracelet. 
Saturday evening the next 
Miss Black BU is to be 
crowned. In decades to follow, 
all of the events and cate-
gories of the 1993 Miss Black 
BU pageant, will be a prece-
dent for the future. 
No, Coverdale-Page single is litmus test for success 
ByRICH BIRD 
Led Zeppelin. The band's name carries 
more weight than a 50 ton Caterpiller front 
loader. 
It started in the hey day of the British 
blues scene and ended during the birth crys 
of the current heavy metal phenomenon as 
one of the most successful rock bands of all 
time. From inception to end, there was one 
man who was its driving force and Inspira-
tion, Jimmy Page. 
Page is a legend in guitar. Perhaps the 
phrase is overused, but if in fact Eric Clap-
ton were considered the supreme being in 
flowing robes, etc .. it would be the angelic, 
choir ~like face of Jimmy Page at his 
right hand. 
His musical credits extend from session 
work with the likes of Joe Cocker, The 
Who, The Kinks, Eric Clapton, David 
Bowie, and Donovan to his work in the 
Yardbirds with Jeff Beck, and eventually 
with Led Zeppelin. 
Now, four years since his first solo album, 
Outrider, Page is back with the help of 
Deep Purple & Whitesnake's former front-
man, David Coverdale, and the effect is 
interesting to say the least. 
The genesis of the project was on the 
streets of Manhattan where Page and 
Coverdale met by chance and prompted the 
gossip of the pair's possibly working togeth-
er. The result of this duo has been long 
awaited and will be in stores on March 16. 
But until then there is a single which gained 
airplay less than a week ago entitled "Pride 
and joy.~ 
If this single is a proper litmus test for the 
content of an entire album, then it is safe to 
say that the end product will prove blister-
ing. 
' ' 
... a Led-Snake album. 
David Coverdale 
of Coverdale-Page 
' ' 
side Blues" or a jump-started "Battle of Ever-
more, n it rips into bluesy-rock which is the 
familiar playing field for both Coverdale, as a 
gritty voice powerhouse, and Page - who 
can be likened to an artillery commander 
with a Gibson Les Paul in place of a mobile 
Howitzer. 
Although comparisons are feared by 
Coverdale Page, they are inevitable. But that 
is not all bad. The song "Pride and Joy" def-
initely rings of Zeppelin and Whitesnake 
songs past, yet those who would be quick to 
label the group as a sellout should hold their 
condemnations for the albums release. 
Both members have their credits in order, 
and there is no need to prove that their tal-
ents are remarkable - needless to say for 
Page, a Rock and Roll Hall of Fame mem-
ber in his own right, who holds the number 
one requested song of all time, "Stairway to 
Heaven," in his musical portfolio. Whites-
nake's more recent popularity in America is 
enough to propel Coverdale's name as an 
equal partner in Coverdale Page. 
But "Pride and Joy" shows that the two 
years of work put into the album were not 
spent devising a trite Zeppelin part two for 
the Whitesnake generation. The power in 
the song is raw. and without being overbear-
ing, it provides both the forum for both 
members to continue heavy, blues-oriented 
rock without the hinderance of being con-
fined within the ethos of a known band and 
their "type" of musk. 
Friends & Co. 345-2380 
"'W.4'• Tonight 
ARSON GARDEN 
with Guest 
My Cousin Kenny 
SATURDAY 
Perfunctory 
Jf&fr ·· -~"'" H• .............. ~ ~...... ,. 
~ 
I 
FRIDAY 
Steak Kabobs 
or Buffalo 
Wings 
ONLY$2.50 
4-9 
Live In The 
Cellar 
MOlHERLODE 
5 - 8 
&\TURDAYNDE 25( 
DRAFfS CANS BOT'fLES 
BIKIN I 
BARTEN DERS 
BOTH NITES! 
Pagliai's Pizza 
Free Delivery Delta Sigma Pi 
Free Semi-thick Crust after 1 O p.m. Everyday 
Good With All Specials 
$7.95 
Large Thin 
Single Item 
and Qt. of 
Coke 
Open daily 4 p.m.-1 a.m . • 
2 a.m. on weekends ~ ~ 
345-3400 • 
Unless stated below specials 
not valid with any other offer 
$3.99 
Small Pizza 
when placed 
After 10 p.m. 
each additional 
item .75¢ 
Every 
Wednesday 
$1 ii per order 
Spaghetti 
and 
Garlic Bread 
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would like to congratulate its new brothers: 
Jodi Bauman 
Holly Birt 
Eric Brunk 
Mike Delgado 
Rob Finney 
James Flinn 
Pat Glade 
Jason Ground 
Bryan Hatfield 
Patti Hermach 
Kevin Komarowski 
Mark Koon 
Lisa Legacy 
Tracy McCarthy 
Kelly McMurtry 
Doug Mette 
Diane Meyer 
Tom Minard 
Bob Motz 
Al Rodis 
Sandy Schaefer 
Wendy Stofferahn 
Mindy Thurman 
Tina Venters 
Michelle Wade 
Anne Watson 
Carrie Wiedenhoe 
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Dead Ringer 
DAU.AS (AP) - Kerry Adkisson, the youngest surviving 
member of the pro wrestling Von Erich family, was 
found dead last Thursday in an apparent suicide, just 
days after he was accused of cocaine possession. 
Adkisson died of a single gunshot wound to chest. 
said Denton County sheriff's department spokeswoman 
Sue Morrison.A .44-caliber handgun was found next to 
the body with one spent round. 
Adkisson. 33, was the fourth of six brothers in his 
family to die since 1984 and the fifth overall. If his death 
is ruled a suicide. it will be the family's third in six years. 
An arrest warrant alleging cocaine possession had 
been issued earlier this week for Kerry Adkisson. He 
already was on 10 years' probation for a drug conviction 
in September. 
The Von Erichs were popular in the 1980s with their 
show World Class Championship Wrestling, syndicated 
in 66 U.S. television markets. 
All five adult brothers and the father were part of the 
act at one time or another. 
One brother, Jack Jr .. was ar:cidentally electrocuted 
in 1959 at age 7. and another. David, died at age 25 of 
an inflammation of the intestine in 1984. 
Mike, 23, killed himself in 1987 with a drug over-
dose. Chris, 21. shot himself in the head in 1991. 
It's going to 
be 'A mighty 
good show?' 
NEW YORK (AP) - The bright lights of Broadway out· 
shined California's sun in the wooing of David Letter· 
man. 
CBS announced today it is buying the landmark Ed 
Sullivan Theater specifically Jor the late·night talk show 
star, who is leaving NBC this summer. 
"Ifs great to be back on Broadway," Letterman said 
in a statement issued by CBS. 
video board flashed, "We Love Dave!" The mayor's 
people did meetings with Letterman's people ... If Mr. 
Letterman wants me to do bacldlips on my eyebrows. I'll 
try that. Absolutely,·· Mayor David Dinkins vowed. 
City council members rolled out Mugsy, a sneezing 
sheepdog who pioneered "Stupid Pet Tricks," and the 
politicians' own Top Ten List- "Our roads and bridges 
take years to collapse- not seconds!" "Letterman's 
show means a lot to our economy but also to our 
uniqueness,'' mayoral spokeswoman Jennifer Kimball 
said earlier this month. "The loss of such a high-profile 
show would be a blow to our prestige ... 
'X' goes to 
• pnsoners 
NEW YORK (AP) - Ftlm director Spike Lee used Sun-
day·s 28th anniversary of the assassination of Malcolm X 
to show his movie on the black Muslim leader to 600 
prisoners and urge them to draw inspiration from the 
slain activist. 
Lee reminded the inmates at the Rikers Island jail that 
Malcolm X was in prison 
when he turned to edu-
catail after their release. 
In a question-and-
answer period with the 
inmates after the screen-
ing, Lee chided the Acad-
emy of Motion Picture 
Arts and Sciences for 
nominating "Scent of a 
Woman" and not "Mal-
colm X" for best picture. 
He said "Scent of a 
Woman .. will be forgotter: 
in 40 years, but "Mal-
colm X" won't. 
"I think history will 
bear us out," he said. 
Lee, whose film opens 
with portions of the I 
f 
marched to the Audubon Ballroom where Malcolm X 
was gunned down by members of the Nation of Islam 
Feb. 
Kid sends pay 
to help deficit 
FARGO, N.D. (AP)- Others complain about President 
Clinton· s plan to bim the federal deficit by raising taxes. 
A 14-year-<>ld who fears the proposal will get bogged 
down in politics sent Clinton a check for $1. 000 on 
Monday. 
"The economy is hurting now. I think we have to do 
something now to get things going, .. said Larry Villella 
of Fargo, who started his own business three years ago. 
"President Clinton needs to bypass all the go,\Wl'nrrlDnt'llll• 
red tape to stimulate the economy." "My solution 
this possible because it eliminates the 'middle man.' and 
the money gets to the government much faster," he 
wrote in a letter to Clinton. 
The check was still in the mail when the president get 
wind of it and called from aboard Air Force One to 
thank him. 
~~~~~~~~i~ ''I'm really, really impressed that you did this,'· Clinton 
told him. "I think THE LON Uyou're really a sym-
bol of what's best 
with this country. DINAH WJrm proud of you." 
OHE 
Larry's sister balked 
EE at sending so much. 
"but he said he 
-=-·----"'wanted to make a 
point, and the 
It reportedly is costing the network $4 million to buy 
the Ed Sullivan Theater, whose stage has hosted Jack 
Benny and Jackie Gleason. Elvis Presley and The 
Rolling Stones - and the Beatles· 1964 debut. 
The late Ed Sullivan broadcast his Sunday night vari-
ety show on CBS from the theater from 1948 to 1971. 
It was named a city landmark in 1988 
videotape of the Rodney 
King beating, alluded to 
racial bias in the criminal 
justice system. He said it 
was "no coincidence" 
that most of his prison 
audience Sunday was 
black or Hispanic. 
Denzel Washington as Malcolm X 
$1. 000 would be 
more powerful," 
said his mother, 
Debbi Villella. Clin-
ton said he would 
have to make sure 
the government 
could accept the 
money. He said he 
\.VOUld get back to 
Larry on that. 
adding that he 
hoped to eventually 
meet him. 
The question of New York versus Los Angeles had 
dangled since Jan. 14. when he revealed to a studio 
audience that he would leave NBC on June 25 for CBS. 
"We'll stay here if we can find reasonable hourly parking 
rates,., Letterman said then. 
The city had made numerous pitches to keep the 
gap-toothed comedian in Manhattan: The Times Square 
SATURDAY 
He said he was inspired to show the movie in prisons 
after boxer Mike Tyson. serving a sentence in Indiana 
for rape, asked to see it. Tyson loved the movie and is 
now reading several books a week and studying for a 
high school equivalency degree. Lee said. 
Other groups commemorated the anniversary of Mal-
colm X's assassination across the city. In the Harlem 
section of Manhattan, members of the Black Nation 
WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-10, 9 WILL-12, 12 LIFE·13 
6 :00 Hoosier Mull. News News SporlsCenter Quantum Leap Rich & Famous Lawerence Welk Movie: 
6:30 H. School B-ball M'A'S'H Auto Raci Women Mac&Me 
7:00 Or. Quinn, NH..Hociey Movie: No NBA Basl<e!bal: Ai.isillOCyl.ilils Mowi:Who's 
7:30 Mecicirle Woman HoldsBamld Hawlls 81 Buis Thal Girl 
8 :00 Movie. Molher Movie. 
8 :30 of Ille Bnde 
9 :00 Sisters Comm1sh Sdk Stalkings Six Coma 
9 :30 
10:00 News News News Movie: ing lorGod Unsolved 
10:30 Sia. I.Ne Cuntnl ~rrent Allalr Oii !hi Marl! RedOwalf Myslerie& 
11:00 Allalr; EX1ra Tndls 
11:30 
SONDAY· ' 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA·26 WGN-10, 9 
6:00 ~ 60 Minutes Life Goes On MacGyve< Movie 
6:30 
7:00 I~ Mulder, She Funnoest Videos Outside Ille Movie: Slr8el .M1ICt Nan 
7 :30 Video WIOle Fumes! People l.l'l8s Trial& EITOf 
8:00 Movie: Journey Movie. Movie Kcjak piece Cardiology 
to the Center RIO ()lablo Theater 
9:00 of the Earth Counterstnke News All Creatures 
9:30 Great and Smal1 Family PradJCe 
10:00 News News News Spol1sCel1ter Silk Stalcings Phl Jacksctl Sl!ith & Jones Sl!ith & Jones 
10:30 Entmt. T oBgld Fi BlJes Mystetyl Comm Prog. 
11:00 Married .• On 
11:30 Ert. T onighl Night Coort Bicycing 
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"One of the things that I've asked my staff to do. 
since citizens are not in the habit of sending money like 
this, is to see whether we can legally receive it and spend 
it just the way you want," he said. _ 
The money came from Larry's bank account for Con-
Serv Products, a company that markets a tree and 
shrub-watering system he invented. 
His parents help run the company. 
Mesi 
FEBRUARY 
SC-9 WEIU-29, 51 
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cCartney barely makes it off the ground 
For nearly three decades Paul 
McCartney has had his hand In 
lhe shaping of popular music. 
From his days as the ··cute 
one" In the Beatles and his "on 
the run" days in the band Wings 
k> his more recent collaborative 
efforts with Stevie Wonder, and 
Michael Jackson in the early 
eighties and the 1990 world tOlD' 
il support of In the Dirt, 
McCartney has never fallen out 
of the spotlight or the favor of his 
dewut adoring legions. 
Arr.; fraction of McCartney's 
career could be the pipe dream 
of aspiring artists today, yet 
cCartney has never settled for 
resting on his laurels. Constantly 
and tirelessly he has pressed on 
provide new generations of 
music listeners with the same 
golden calf held by their parents. 
Yet McCartney's latest release, 
Off the Ground. shows some 
stress marks that foreshadow his 
eventual crash and bum. 
T earned with the band that 
McCartney formed for the 90 
world tour. Hammish Stuart and 
Robbie Mcintosh on guitars. 
Unda McCartney and Paul "Wix" 
Wickens on keyboards. and new 
member Blair Cunningham on 
drums, Paul has released Off the 
Ground at the ebb of the publici-
ty stemming from his tour, and 
lhe dual release of Liverpool Ora-
torio. his first venture into the 
classical realm. and Choba B 
CCCP a reissue of his Russian 
cover album. 
For intents and purposes, 
McCartney would have to have 
released an album of nothing but 
Olerokee folk songs to keep the 
fans and the critics alike from 
patting him on the back with a 
Ilg "'attaboy." 
But it seems as though 
McCartney has lagged in his stel-
lar pace and settled for mediocre. 
Perhaps he has found too many 
fan letters by appealing to multi-
Pe generations and decided to 
pay to the Fortysomething 
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crO\A.d alone. More realistically, 
he was pushed by record execs 
to get a product out and keep his 
name from fading. 
In any case there is a piece of 
McCartney's holistic pie that is 
missing and it is noticeable. 
In a press release for Off the 
Ground Capitol Records states 
that McCartney's message is 
nothing more than "let's just get 
it right. .. 
This feeling of disgruntled con-
sternation is rampant throughout 
the songs "C'rnon People," 
"Peace in the Neighborhood," 
"Hope of Deliverance," "Looking 
for Changes," and the title track. 
That makes five of thirteen 
tracks In which McCartney asks 
just why can't we get along? 
Somebody should tell Paul 
that life's rough-get a hebnet. 
The redundancy of conscious-
ness is enough to make listeners 
send money to Greenpeace. 
form a local chapter of Amnesty 
International. and head to Los 
Angeles to help with the clean 
up; all of which are very 
respectable vocations but not 
when their recruiter hits you over 
the head with them five times. 
There are some saving graces 
that keep Off the Ground above 
water. 
The track entitled "I Owe it all 
to You" is a genuinely heart 
warming ballad of true love that 
reflects shades of In the Dirt's 
sleeper hit MThis One .. and even 
farther back to "Maybe I'm 
Amaz.ed." Its destiny lies among 
the former rather than the latter 
though. 
The standout track on Off the 
Ground is "Get Out of My Way." 
It's a song that shows what the 
record company considers a 
harder and grittier side to 
McCartney. In actuality it is a 
return to the 50s hollow-bodied 
guitar roots from which McCart-
ney found his inspiration all those 
years ago. It has a Rock and Roll 
bounce that Carl Perkins and 
Jerry Lee Lewis would have felt 
at home performing. 
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Weekends: Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 11 a.m. -~ ~ Jft All the stuff you can eat at Joey's Place Jt 
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i Double Dog .................... 2.39 Hamburger ........... 1.79 Cheese Dog ................... 2.09 Cheeseburger ...... 1.99 i Chili Dog ........................ 2.09 Double Burger.. .... 2.79 Cheese & Chili Oog ....... 2.39 Chicken Breast... .. 2.49 Com Dog ....................... 1.29 Jft All Dogs include Fries Freshly Baked 
• ~ Buns & Bread 'Jft 
f 
~~~:n'~:.~~~.~~~~~09 ~~:: .. ~.~~~~~ ......... sse • ~ 
Italian Sausage ............. 2.49 Cheese Fries ........ 1.25 f 
Combo Beef & Sausage ... 3.59 Mozzarella Sticks ... 2. 75 
Meatball ...................... 2.69 Onion Aings ........ 1.49 
Polish Sausage ........... 2.89 Brownies .............. 79e 
f :~~~~h:!~~=·s~~!9 Cinnamon Rolls ... 1.09 f 20 oz. Onn~.~~ ........ .79C 8 oz. Coffee ............... 60C Iced T ea·Coke-Diet Coke-Sprite 
ff WE DELIVER f . University Village, Charleston, 1Jf 345-2466 -~ 
'Don't Panic' now on video 
NEW YORK (AP)- People 
who know about Deep Thought's 
answer to everything will be 
thumbing a ride on their VCRs 
with 'The Hitchhiker's Guide to 
the Galaxy." More than a decade 
ago, the BBC's goofy six-episode 
production found a large audi-
ence, which appreciated its off-
beat humor, counterculture sensi-
bilities and wacky plot. 
A so-called coDector' s edition 
on CBS-Fox Vdeo, two cassettes 
packaged with the book, goes on 
sale March 10 for $34.98. The 
less spiffy version goes for 
$19.98. 
Written by Douglas Adams, 
the lntergalatic adventures of 
THE BANDS 
Alternative DJ Kevin 
Kramer 
Begins at 9:30 p.m. Fri-
day at Roe's. 
The Exporters 
Begins at 9 p.m. Friday 
at Jokers. 
Arson Garden with My 
Cousin Kenny 
Arthl.D" Dent begin before he can 
even change out of his pajamas 
and robe on the morning of the 
Earth's last clay. He tries to stop 
a bulldozer from razing his house 
to make way for a bypass. 
No matter. 
Before the morning is out, his 
friend, Ford Prefect, helps Arthl.D" 
become the only human to SlD"-
vive the destruction of Earth, 
which was demolished to make 
way for a hyperspatial bypass. 
''You're exactly in the same 
place but you've changed per-
spective by a very large jump," 
Adams said In a telephone Inter-
view from F.ngland. 
On their journey they hook up 
with the twcrheaded rogue 
Zaphod Beeblebrox, his compan-
ion, Trillian, and Marvin, their 
manic dep~ robot, who 
observes: "Life. Loathe it, or 
ignore it. 
You can't like it." The guide -
which has the words " DONT 
PANIC" printed on its cover " In 
large friendly letters" - offers 
such encyclopedic backgrotmd as 
the tale of how Deep Thought, a 
stupendous computer built to 
divine the meaning of life, took 
?million years to come up with 
the answer: 42. 
A disappointing response, 
obviously. The oomputer explains 
that maybe it wasn't asked the 
right question. 
When the travelers get to the 
Restaurant at the End of the Uni-
verse, they are served with a talk-
ing animal who suggests different 
parts of his body that might be 
delectable. 
Arthl.D" is appalled by meeting 
the meat he might eat. But the 
creature chides him for not 
appreciating an animal bred so 
that it wants to be eaten and says 
so. 
It's just that kind of droll 
humor and Adams' word play 
that acts as rocket fuel for the 
adventure. 
When Arthl.D" asks Ford what 
it's like to be "lD'lpleasantly 
drunk," Ford retorts: "Ask a 
glass of water?" ''I've always just 
been fascinated by words and the 
way they work together, '' said 
Adams, whose books have sold 
more than 8 million copies. 
Some people are writers 
because there's something they 
want to describe or a topic they 
want to discuss, or there are 
those simply fascinated by words, 
and Adams said he fits Into the 
latter category. 
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BREAKFAST 
9:30 p.m. Friday at 
Friends & Co. - The Dun-
geon. CALENDAR OF CAMPUS EVENTS 
7 Days A Week 
Complete Breakfast 
Menu! 
Motherlode 
From 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
Friday at the Uptowner & 
Cellar. 
Gypsy Road 
Begins at 9 p.m. Satur-
day at Jokers. 
Dead Reckoning 
Begins at 10 p.m. Satur-
:f>Roc} J> 
Tarble Arts Center 
• Feb. 26 to March 21, Func-
tion into Form. Basketry by 
Tamie Willis 
General Campus 
• Friday, Percussion Ensemble 
concert located in the Dvorak 
Concert Hall of the Doudna 
Fine Arts Center. 
• Saturday, Show Choir con-
cert in the Dvorak Concert 
Hall. 
Jerry's Pizza & Pub 
WHY 
PLAY 
GAMES? 
Call Jerry's for a 
Great Hot Pizza 
Delivered to Your House 
or Room 
2 Lai ~rEroo~ _ ___. __ 
Large Single Small Single 
Ingredient Pizza and Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke Quart of Coke 
$7.95 $5.95 
Exp. 3-5-93 Exp. 3-5-93 
Large Two Small Two 
Ingredient Pizza and Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke Quart of Coke 
$9.25 $6.95 
Exp. 3-5-93 Exp. 3-5-93 
88 ON DIE. VERGE OF DIE. WEE.KE.ND 
• Sunday, Concert Band con-
cert in the Dvorak Concert 
Hall. 
•March 2, Choral Ensemble 
concert in the Dvorak Concert 
Hall. 
• 8 p.m. Friday, "Leamin' the 
Hard Way" in the Coleman 
Hall lecture auditorium. 
• 8 p.m. Saturday, Miss Black 
EIU pageant in the Grand Ball-
room of the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. 
•Continuing Friday, EIU 
Health Fair I Symposium in the 
University Union. 
including: 
•Pancakes 
• Omlettes 
• Huevos Rancheros 
•much morel 
7th and Madison .345-7427 
Laura Dill 
Even though your rein 
is through, you will 
always be our 
Delta Tau Delta 
S-weetheart 
SEARCH NO MORE 
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On campus 
Now Leasing 
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS 
(Across from the Union on 7th) 
• 1,2 &:3 Bedroom St· James Place 
Furnished Units (1905) S. 12th St.) 
• Free Trash &: Parking • 1 &: 2 Bedroom Units 
·Central A.C. • Fully Furnished 
• Dishwashers • A. C. 
• Microwaves 
•Balconies 
• Newly Remodeled 
• Laundry &: Parking 
Still Available For Fall 
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment 
or drop by rental office on Grant St. 
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F 
